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Inside Sports 
Shake your Smooth 
transition groove thing ews Eastern Illinois University Charleston, Ill. 61920 VoL 85, No. 102 '80s party band comes to Top of the Roc. 16 pages 2 sections Freshman Kayla Bloemer provides a spark off the 
Eastern bench. 
Story in section 8 "Tell the truth and don't be afraid." Story on Page SA 
'Pocket full' of art lessons 
above, Terry Hyder, Instructor of Pocket Full of Surprises, 
humors one of her students by placing one of their mate-
rials, a paper bowl, on top of his head Thursday evening 
in the Tarble Arts Center. Hyder is the supervisor of 
Eastern's Instructional Technology Center in Buzzard Hall 
and was a former preschool teacher for 15 years in 
Dallas Texas. Thursday's class was the second in a 
series of six. This class focused on Watercolor Pencils 
with an emphasis on colors and circles. The class con-
sisted of five 4 and 5 year olds. 
left, Neenah Rafiqi, 5, daughter of Elise Hempel, Eastern 
alumna, chooses a different watercolor pencil to com-
plete her paper plate masterpiece. The pencils Rafiqi and 
her classmates were using could be used like crayons, or 
they could be dipped in water first to make the pencil 
seem like a paintbrush. In next week's class, the students 
are going to make a torn paper collage. 
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor 
10 cents 
a minute 
every day? 
Student Senate resolution 
for lower long-distance 
rates gets mixed reviews 
By Christine Demma 
Staff writer 
A Student Senate resolution to lower long distance 
rates and raise line rates has mixed reviews from many 
students. 
The resolution, which was tabled at Wednesday's 
meeting, would lower long distance rates to a flat rate 
of 10 cents per minute all day. Students cwrently pay 
between 10 and 15 cents per minute depending on the 
time of day of the call. The line rates would be raised 
from $12.41 per month to $20 per month per line. 
Senate members tabled the resolution to have more 
time to gauge student opinion. 
Several senate members opposed passing the reso-
lution so they could study the "facts and figw·es" 
involved with lowering the phone rates and to more 
accurately gauge how the majority of students feel 
about this issue. 
Amanda Cole, sophomore accounting major, does 
not think she will make enough phone calls to make 
up the difference in price. 
' 'I won't benefit," she said. 
Katherine Thomas, junior English major, does not 
feel she will benefit either since she does not make a 
lot of long distance phone calls. 
' 'Ifl did (make long distance calls), I would buy a 
phone card," Thomas said. 
A lot of other students rely on phone cards for their 
long distance calling needs. 
Craig Buschor, fi·eshman business management 
major, does not make a lot of long distance phone 
calls, but uses a calling card for the calls he does 
make. 
See 10 CENTS Page 2A 
New $256,000 parking lot under construction 
By Julie Bartlow 
campus ed~or 
A new parking lot located south 
of Gmtield at Ninth and I Oth streets 
is under construction for students, 
faculty and staff. 
The project, which costs 
$256,000 is funded by money fi·om 
the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education and will be complete at 
the end of the spring semester, said 
Ted Weidner, director of facilities 
planning and management in an e-
mail. 
"This (fee) includes reworking 
drainage in the area, so we don't 
have many problems with pondi.ng 
of water as well as lighting," he said. 
The lot is already pmtially com-
plete for pm·king, Weidner said. 
"We recognize the campus con-
cetus for pmking and have made the 
pmtially completed lot available," 
he said. " It is partially complete 
because of seasonal limitations and 
to allow the required base material 
to settle under load over the wintet·." 
Tom Larson, university police 
chief and pm·king conunittee mem-
ber, said as of now the pm·king lot is 
available for all students, staff and 
faculty to pm·k, but when the lot is 
complete, pm·king will be limited to 
upper class students, faculty and 
staff only. 
Weidner said other pm·king lot 
projects m·e to be constructed in the 
futw·e. 
"We intend to constiuct addition-
al pm·king as is outlined in the Cain-
pus master plan," he said. 
"The next project will be at the 
comer of Garfield Street and Fowth 
Sn·eet, where the Weller tennis 
cowts are now. That lot will replace 
parking to be removed fi·om service 
for the Booth Libnuy project and 
other parking in the center campus 
m·ea." 
Avoiding debt requires self discipline, speaker says 
By Kate Burke 
Staffwr~er 
College students often have n·ouble bud-
geting their money and managing the respon-
sibilities of owning a credit cm·d, said Smah 
Kemagis, a Counseling Center employee, at 
her lectw·e "Got Money?" 
Those who attended the life skills work-
shop, sponsored by the counseling center, 
lemned about money management. 
The Counseling Center gave a swvey ear-
liet· in the year to find out what students want-
ed to leam more about, or simply talk about. 
Throughout the year, the center gives nine to 
10 workshops to satisfy those student inter-
ests. Financial concetns and procrastination 
topped the list, according to Kemagis. 
"College students are notorious as 
impulse buyers and most are susceptible to 
credit," said Kemagis. ' 'We're all on a budget 
... kind of without even being awm·e of it," she 
said. "A lot of hidden costs occur in college 
such as alcohol, cigm·ettes, gas and going 
out." 
Students have to discipline themselves in 
order to stick to a budget, which is not some-
thing students like to do, Kemagis said. She 
compared budgeting to dieting. 
"If it's too restrictive, you gain all the 
weight back," she said. 
As a way to approach this problem, she 
suggested making adjustinents and being 
flexible to wants and needs. 
"Little things that we don't remember 
See SPEAKER Page 2A 
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Cargo plane crash kills 3 
'There was no chance of rescue: fire chief says ::o~~~~!o:~:t:!.teamwere 
The McDoiUlell Douglas DC-8 
has two engines mounted on each 
wing. The model went into service in 
1959 and production ended in 1972. 
RANCHO CORDOVA, Calif. 
(AP) - A DC-8 cargo plane crashed 
into an automobile wrecking yard 
while 1lying to make an emergency 
landing Wednesday, bursting into 
flames and killing the three people 
aboard the aircraft, investigators 
said. 
"There was no chance of rescue," 
Havetty said. 
the aircraft. The plane hit the ground 
"in a ball of fire," he said. 
The plane canied three crew 
members: the pilot, first captain and 
a flight engineet~ all believed to be 
Emety employees, said Allen. 
The plane crashed into the 
Insurance Auto Auctions salvage 
yard, setting as many as 200 cars on 
fire and causing explosions over a 
200-yard-long area. 
Mather Field was once Mather 
Air Force Base, which was closed as 
a militaty operation in 1993. Since 
then, it has become a civilian aiiport 
and the region's an· cargo hub. It is 
located about 10 miles east of 
Sacramento. 
Emety Worldwide Flight 17 took 
off at 7:35p.m., bound for Dayton, 
Ohio, from Mafuer Field when the 
pilot inunediately repotied trouble, 
said company spokesman James 
Allen. 
The pilot rep01ted unsecured 
cargo sh01tly aftet· takeoff, Havetiy 
said. The plane can-ied clothing, 
automatic 11-ansmission fluid and a 
small amount of fuses - 9 grams, or 
about a third of an ounce - used to 
Mot01-ist Emie Killinger watched 
the plane stl-ike belly-first. 
"It was like he was crash-land-
ing," said Killinget·, who was dr-iving 
home at the time. "I saw the fi-ont 
half of the fuselage come out of the 
flames and the cockpit was straight 
up and it just rocked back and fotth 
until it was engulfed by the flames." 
Emety, based in Redwood City, 
specializes in transpottation setvices 
for business shippers ofheavyweight 
cargo, the company says on its Web 
site. The $2.4-billion company is a 
subsidiary of CNF Inc., a $5.6-bil-
lion diversified transpottation com-
pany based in Palo Alto, the site 
activate automobile air bags, Allen 
said. 
The plane ttuned around and 
cmshed about 1mile east ofMathet·, 
he said. Those on board were dead 
by the time fire crews an-ived, said 
fire Capt. Dan Havetiy. 
Jim Whitehead, manager of the 
Federal Aviation Achninistl-ation's 
regional opet-ations center in Los 
Angeles, said the pilot repotted a 
severe problem with the balance of 
Thet·e were no inunediate reports 
of injw-ies on the ground. 
FAA investigators, a bomb squad states. 
Smugglers bringing drugs 
into United States via Haiti 
Speaker 
from Page lA 
spending money on is what leaves us with 75 cents in 
the checking account," Kemagis said. 
MIAMI (AP)- Smugglers have been 
moving increasingly large amounts of 
cocaine into Florida by way of Haiti, 
employing hiding places so ingenious 
that federal agents have had to drill into 
the keels of fi·eighters to find the chugs. 
This month alone, agents seized more 
than a ton of cocaine stashed inside false 
compatilllents aboat·d several fi·eighters 
fi·om Haiti. They found an additional 160 
pounds of the drug hidden inside batrels 
of butter aboard a cotlllllercial flight that 
at1·ived in Miatni. 
"This patticular incident of uncover-
ing cocaine in the keel will force the 
organizations to come up with a new way 
to bt-ing it in," said Frank Figueroa., lead 
investigator at the Customs Setvice office 
in Miami. 
In the "Miami Vice" days of the 
1980s, Colombian chug lords brought 
theit· cargo to Florida shores on fast boats 
or dropped it fi·om low-flying planes. 
When federal agents caught on, the 
smugglers started shipping cocaine 
through Mexico. Then when agents 
cracked down on that route, smugglers 
adapted yet again and began moving the 
chugs through Haiti. 
Ten to 15 years ago, mat-ijuana and 
illegal itnmigrants were the main illicit 
10 cents 
from Page lA 
cargo fi·om Haiti, an island nation 600 
miles southeast of Miami. 
Figueroa said agents noticed an 
increase in cocaine shipments from Haiti 
in the past fow- to five yeat·s. They were 
often brought by "mules," people hired to 
hide a. few pounds of cocaine on them or 
in their luggage. 
The Office of National Drug Conn·ol 
Policy estitnates 12 percent of the illegal 
dtugs smuggled into the United States 
comes through Haiti. 
But that figure may be on the rise. 
Between October 1997 and September 
1998, U.S. investigators seized 7,005 
pounds of cocaine aboat·d Haitian vessels. 
The atnount ch·opped to 2,063 pounds the 
next yeat·, but in the past five months, 
CustolllS has ah-eady seized 4,983 pounds 
of cocaine. 
More than 3 ,000 pounds of that total -
with a street value of about $25 million -
was found this month, hidden in the keels 
of five vessels docked along the Miatni 
River. 
The chugs were hidden in tiny false 
compatilllents, below floor panels, inside 
tanks filled with water or fuel, and within 
the bilge m·eas, the sections betv.•een the 
hull and the floor where waste accumu-
lates. 
Students need to think about what is a necessity com-
pared to what is something that they just want to have. 
If students are going to the store, they should make a list 
and 1ly to stick to it. 
"Probably 90 percent (of what students buy) is not a 
necessity," she said. 
Kemagis tried to get students involved in her presen-
tation by having them come up with ways that they 
could tly to make and save money. Students suggested 
not applying for credit cards, having fi-iends cut their 
hair, using phone cards, picking up change and recy-
cling. 
The number one problem with college students is 
their susceptibility to credit cards, Kemagis said. She 
said that one way to avoid impulse spending with cred-
it cards is to put the credit card in the fi·eezer. While tak-
ing the time to let it defrost, students have more time to 
think twice about their buying needs. 
"If your credit looks really bad in college, it gives 
you possible limitations for jobs. Delinquent credit his-
tOiy makes you look itresponsible," she said. 
Kemagis said impulse spending is something that 
"plagues us all" and is often attl-ibuted to anxiety, sn·ess 
or boredom. If students do have a problem with impulse 
buying, she suggested using coupons, perhaps buying 
store brands rather than the brand name and buying non-
food items at a. discount store instead of a grocety store . 
To avoid outrageous budget problelllS, Kemagis sug-
gested altemate sources of income such as parents, jobs, 
savings accounts and financial aid. 
"You can never ha:ve enough of what you don't need. 
Money can't buy happiness," said Kemagis. 
A lot of people are fi-om the Chicago area and 
are calling home a lot, she said. Thomas suggest-
ed that it could be made an option to students to 
have long distance mtes lowet·ed. 
because she only uses the phone between 8 a.m 
and5 p.m. 
Sam Gillenwatet~ junior family and conswner 
sciences major, is another calling card user who 
opposes the resolution because she thinks the rate 
is not being changed enough. 
Steve Barlock, freshman business manage-
ment major, wants to see the long distance rates 
lowered. 
"It would be beneficial to me," Bat·lock said. 
Lonnie Hatt , junior business management, 
agrees with Bat·lock. 
Rachel ShaiUlon, junior music education 
major, said, "I think it would be a good idea 
because I do make a lot of calls and it would ben-
efit me." 
Bo Chaney, senior elementary education 
major, thinks the resolution would benefit the 
maj01-ity of students. 
"I don't want it because I don't spend a. lot on 
my phone bill, so it'll be extm cost for me. I use 
phone cards," Gillenwatet· said. 
While Thomas does not see lower long distance 
rates benefiting het~ she sees how it could benefit othE~ts. 
"I think the 10 cents a minute would offset the 
additional $8 per month line rate," Hart said. 
Nichole Claus, junior speech cotlllllunication 
major, agrees with the long distance proposal 
Dave Kirgan, senior marketing major, agreed 
with Chaney because people who call a lot v.rill 
save. It is a one time thing in the tuition, and stu-
dents would see benefits on their phone bills, 
Kirgan said. 
JERRY'S PUB Rental Choices 1. Group Houses for 2-4 
2. Brittany Ridge Townhouses for 3-5 
3. 2BR Apts. for two 
4. 3BR Apts. for three 
5. 1BR Apts. priced for one 
Lists at 1512 A Street 
CALL 345-4489 ~ 
jim Wood, broker WOOD REAL ESTATE 
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Semi-trucks cause problems on the Square 
By Julius Sexton 
City edttor 
Parking in the Square has recent-
ly become complicated because of 
semi-tmcks stopping to deliver and 
pick up supplies from Kelly's 
Trophies. 
By stopping, the large trucks 
result in blocking cars parked in 
fi:ont of other stores. 
Dan Kelly, owner of Kelly's 
Trophies, said the deliveries and 
pick ups are vital to the success of 
his business, and problems have 
been occuni.ng since March of last 
year when he opened. 
"We sometimes ship anywhere 
fi:om 500 to 3,000 trophies all over 
the country. We also receive a lot of 
trophy supplies for our business," he 
said. 
Kelly said when the semi-trucks 
come in, the drivers won't move for 
people who might be blocked in 
because of the size of the trucks. 
"I'm not in charge of them. They 
have their ov.'Il schedules, and it 
would cost me more money to have 
them come at more convenient 
times, such as early moming or the 
evening," he said. 
Kelly also said arguments often 
arise between car ov.'Ilers and the 
semi-truck drivers over parking. 
"We need more parking," he 
said. "Two semi-trucks will come 
into the Square one to three times a 
week." 
Mayor Dan Cougill said this is a 
problem because semi-trucks block 
parking spaces and they may be 
there for as long as two hours. 
"They can't block in people who 
are (at the Square) to shop," he said. 
Michelle Drum, Ov.'Ilet' of The 
Razor's Edge beauty salon, said she 
does not like the availability of pruk-
ing spaces and the semi-trucks add 
on to the problem, especially with 
the two-hour limit. 
"(Parking) is honible," she said. 
"It's detrimental to our business 
because many of our customet·s ru·e 
here for longer than two hours." 
Drum said many times she will 
pay for her customer's tickets if they 
get one. By the semi-trucks block-
ing in customers, they can't get to 
their cars to move them. 
Kelly said he wants a "loading 
zone" specifically for semi-trucks to 
pruk, unload and load supplies. 
"If we had loading zones, that 
would eliminate many of the prob-
lerns between cru· ov.'Ilers and truck 
drivers," he said 
Meeting loading zones take up 
vital pru·king spaces in the Squru·e 
because there ru·e so few, said Bill 
Riebe, city manger, at the Tuesday 
City Council. 
"There are only 500 parking 
spaces within a 1-block radius of the 
Square," he said. "By adding load-
ing zones you take away space for 
shoppers on the Squru·e." 
Matt Green, manager of Weber's 
Jeweler's, said for him the semi-
trucks don't really pose that big of a 
problem. 
"It doesn't matter; (semi-trucks) 
ru·en't out there long enough to 
affect my business, and (Dan Kelly) 
has a job to do," Green said. 
Altematives to loading zones 
wet·e discussed at the City Council 
meeting. Cougill suggested using 
the alley behind Kelly's tr·ophies. 
He said if Kelly can provide a 
written statement fi'Om the truck 
companies saying they can get 
through the alleys, the city will raise 
the telephone wires to 14 inches, 
which is high enough for the trucks 
to get through. 
Kelly said the problem with the 
alleys is that the truck companies 
said they ru·e not wide enough for 
the 106 feet semi-trucks to tum in 
to. 
Drum said the congested pru·king 
on the Square might be solved if a 
parking lot was built specifically for 
customers shopping. 
Storm expected to bring snow, 
sleet and rain to Charleston 
Comedian to bring 
skit, jokes to campus 
By Julius Sexton 
City edttor 
Although the weather has been 
slightly wrumet· than nonnal for the 
wintet· months, coldet· weather and 
rain is expected to retum within the 
next week. 
A st01m is in the area, and 
Charleston will feel some of its 
effects, said Dalias Price, a local 
weather observer. 
''We're on the edge of the dan-
gerous part (of the stonn), and that 
is about 30 miles away from the 
rain, snow, sleet line," he said. 
Price said Charleston will get 
some nasty weathet·, but the chances 
of it lasting ru-e unpredictable. 
"We will get some possible 
freezing rain, but without the accu-
mulation," he said. "But the weather 
has been knov.'Il to make liars out of 
men." 
He also said the powerful stonn 
to the south could move ru·ound, 
which would pick up more mois-
ture. 
Price said the cold weather is 
n01mal for this time of yeru· because 
although the weather has been gen-
erally pleasant, winter is not over. 
"We forget we ru·e still in mid-
winter," he said. "We could have 
snow all the way into March, which 
is classified as a winter month." 
By Michelle Jones 
Activities edttor 
He did what he enjoyed. His 
fiiends thought he was funny; he 
knew how to make them laugh. 
In college, he was in a talent 
show. He went to a few auditions 
and became a well-knov.'Il comedi-
an. 
And now he's going to shru-e his 
joy of comedy with students at 
Eastern. 
,, _____ _ 
When I went to the NACA 
conference and saw his per-
formance, I thought it was 
something students would 
like. 
Ronnie Hughs 
Comedy coordinator 
'' Eastern group offers upbeat music The Univet'Sity Board Comedy Cormnittee is sponsoring a petfor-
mance full of funny stories, jokes 
and one skit, said Ronnie Hughes, 
comedy coordinator. 
would like," Hughes said. 
JeRome has apperu·ed in clubs, 
concert halls, on cruise ships, at col-
leges, on T.V., on the radio and in 
movies, a press release stated. Performance to include 'new music for a new millennium' 
By Paul Kreiner 
Staff writer 
"New music for a new millennium" is the thetne for 
Eastetn's percussion progt'31ll at 7:30 tonight in the 
Dvorak Concett Hall of the Doudna Fine Arts Building. 
"It is definitely different; it's nothing that you have 
evet· heru-d before," said Terence Mayhu, one of the direc-
tors for tonight's petfOimance. 
The progt'31ll will include 26 members of the Eastem 
percussion ensemble, marimba orchestra, mrulinba/xylo-
phone mg bands and the Latin/rock ensemble. 
"It is not often big petfonnances ru-e put on by 
Eastetn's crunpus," said Petet· Hussey, director. 
"Conga" by Gl01ia Estefan and "Can't Take my Eyes 
off ofYou" by Lauryn Hill ru·e a few familiru· selections 
members will play. 
The theme of the concett also is fitting for those peo-
ple who have nevet· expetienced a percussion concert. 
"If you have never seen a percussion ensemble con-
cett, this will definitely be an expaience," Mayhu said. 
Featured metnbet·s Raymund Mietus, sophomore pa·-
cussion major, and Nena Lorenz, senior percussion 
maj01~ will petfOim solos. 
Adroaldo Cuaduro, a graduate student fi:om Brazil, 
will conduct the mruunba orchestr·a The orchestr-a will 
petfonn wotk by composet· Ney Resauro ofBmzil. 
"It is good to have an oppottunity for students and 
people in the community to heru· new rut perf01med by 
students," Hussey said. 
The petformance is at 9 p.m. 
Friday in the Rathskeller Restaurant 
of the Mrutin Luther King Jr. 
Univet'Sity Union. 
Jerome's style will keep the intet·-
est of those in attendance, Hughes 
said. The highlight of JeRome's act 
is his petformance dwi.ng the one 
skit he petforms, he said. 
Some membet'S of the Univet·sity 
Boru·d attend a national conference 
evety yeru· to gain ideas for pro-
gt'31llS at Eastem. 
"When I went to the NACA con-
ference and sa:w his petfonnance, I 
thought it was something students 
The first 25 people in attendance 
will receive a fi-ee Univet·sity Board 
calendru~ Hughes said. A raffle also 
will be held at the event. Pt'izes 
include chips, cookies, punch, crun-
et·as and teddy beat'S. 
Also this weekend, the 
Univet'Sity Boru-d Movie Committee 
will show the movie "Best Man." 
The movie begins at 8 p.m. Saturday 
in Buzzard Audit01ium. 
Movie soundtr'3.cks will be given 
away in a raffle at the movie. 
Adrnission to both events is fi·ee 
to students with an ID and $2 for the 
general public. 
Soul food dinner to promote Mrican American Heritage 
By Meghan McMahon 
Edttor in chief 
A soul food dinner including 
catfish, fiied chicken, greens and 
sweet potatoes will be held Sunday 
Mens, 
Womens, 
and 
Co-Ree 
FOOSBALL 
DOUBL ES 
W ednesday 1 February 18 
Tuesday 1 FEbruary 25 
.. 
in conjunction with Afi·ican 
American Heritage Month. 
The sixth annual Soul Food 
Dinner, which is being sponsored 
by the Sigma Gamma Rho sorori-
ty, will be at 6 p .m. Sunday in the 
• 
African American Cultuml Center. 
"We struted this six yeru·s ago 
because the African American 
Heritage Conunittee has a dinner, 
but it costs $6 and not everyone 
can pay for that," said Monique 
Cook-bey, Sigtna Garruna Rho 
adviser. 
"It's going to be good to have 
people of every ethnicity just get-
ting together," she said. "We 
encourage everyone to come out 
and have a good time." 
The goal of the dinner is to cel-
ebr-ate life and Afi'ican American 
heritage. 
The event, which is free, is 
open to the public. 
BOARD OF POLICE AND FIRE COMMISSIONERS {f 11111 'S VILLAGE OF GLEN ELLYN ~
Applications for Police Officer 
Applications are available at the Glen Ellyn Police Department, 535 Duane Street, Glen Ellyn , IL. from 8:00 am on 
1/30/2000 through 8:30am on Sat. , 2/19/2000. 
All applications must be completed and returned with the required supporting 
documents at an orientation meeting to be held at 9:00am on Sat. , 2/19/2000, or at an orientation meeting to be held in 
Macomb, IL. , on 2/26/2000. Attendance at one of the orientation meetings is mandatory. The local orientation will be held 
at the Glen Ellyn Civic Center, 535 Duane St., Glen Ellyn. The Macomb orientation session will be held on campus at 
Western IIIinois University, Stipes Hall Room !1121, 11:00 am, or for more information about either session contact the 
Police Department at {630) 469-1187. Starting salary as of 5/112000 is $36,831.50• 
Applications are also available at Western Illinois University, 403 Stipes, Mon-Fri 8-4:30. 
Applicants must meet the following requirements: 
Minimum of 20 yrs. of Age 
U.S. Citizen 
High School Diploma or equivalent 
Under 35 yrs. of Age 
Successful applicants must be able to obtain a valid IL. driver's license as well as pass a written exam, physical fitness test, 
psychological examinations, polygraph test, background investigation, and oral interviews. A complete physical and drug 
test will be given to successful candidate receiving a conditional offer of employment . 
Applicants must provide copies of birth certificates and high school diploma or equiv. at the orientation session. 
Publlshed by the actn. of the Pollee and Fire Commission of the Vutage of Glen Ellyn, IL, dated this 30th day of january, 2000. 
For additional recruitment information, visit our website: www.glen-ellyn.net/police 
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A matter 
of censorship 
One of the most precious rights Americans have is the right to freedom of speech and expressiOn. 
Just this week an Eastern professor's rutwork has 
c.ome under fire by a member of the Chru'leston Alts 
Cmmc.il who labeled his paintings to be offensive. 
Ric.hru·d Swrutzbaugh, c.mator of the rut display in 
the lobby of City Hall and assistant professor of 
anthropology, blasted a decision by Kru·en 
Eisenhower, chan· of the Chru·leston Alts Cmmcil, 
through a fonnal protest Tuesday at City Hall. 
Swrutzbaugh has said he is the one who is offended 
because he has the right to display his paintings 
under the Fn·st Amendment 
Art under fire 
An Eastern professor had his 
paintings removed from an art 
display at City Hall. 
Although 
Swrutzbaugh's paintings 
include images of what 
Eisenhower believes to 
be Ku Klux Klan mem-
bers dressed in white 
robes, the Fn'St Amendment gives him the right to 
hang those paintings - no matter how disturbing 
the linages ru-e. 
Or how disgusting. Other material of 
Swrutzbaugh's displays chru·acters that portray an 
erection and a condom. 
While the subject matter in these paintings may 
b1ing up the question of poor judgment and taste, it 
tmly is not grounds for removal. 
What Eisenhower is doing is censm'Ship. 
Whenever the govemment is involved in preventing 
the publication or display of something, it can fall 
under the c.ategmy of censm'Ship. 
Naturally, this is tmly not the first, nor probably 
the last, time the issue of censm'Ship has been raised 
in this counhy. In 1968, Paul Cohen was ruTested for 
weruing a jacket displaying a profanity about the 
draft in the Los Angeles County Comthouse. A U.S. 
Supreme Comt decision detennined that if people 
we1-e offended by the word, they could look away. 
The same holds hue for Swrutzbaugh's paintings. 
Those who find the material to be offensive in any-
way ru·e not by any means obligated to look at it 
Therefore, Eisenhower should not be hying to deter-
mine what is suitable for the eyes of eve1y individual 
in Chru·leston. 
• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily 
Eastern News. 
,, ____________________ _ 
Today's quote 
If censorship reigns there cannot be sincere flat-
tery, and only small men are afraid of small 
writings. 
Pierre de Beaumarchais, 
French playwright, 1732-1799 
_________________ ,, 
Society lacks critical thinking skills 
L azy - that one word describes the ambition of the average American's critical 
thinking skills more precisely and 
succinctly than any single word 
could. We no longer think. 
Instead, we speak in language 
cloaked in politically con-ect jar-
gon filled with generalities and 
qualifiers that take on the tone of 
popular culture. 
Tills lets us escape criticism 
I I •..• -;·,. 
Kelly Rush 
Student government editor 
for ow· words and actions while simultaneously allowing ow· 
minds to remain in a dotmant, inactive state of petpetual hiber-
nation. 
I can't recall the nwnber of times I have heard someone say 
something like ' 'he or she is gay, not that there is anything 
wrong with that." 1bis statement in and of itself may be hann-
less enough, but when it is made 10 million times a day I begin 
to wonder whether people are actually thinking their positions 
over or whether they are simply mouthing the same vague plat-
itudes our society has been espousing for the past 10 years -
the standard "how to reply when the issue of homosexuality 
c01nes up" answer. 
Using your brain takes courage. While examining your 
thoughts and beliefs some night, you tnight actually discover 
you disagree v.rith something ow· culture holds sacred. But 
heaven fotbid we be exposed to censure for expressing your 
opinions. It is so much safer to let the mind remain in that auto-
matic state of being than to go out on a limb and open yourself 
up to criticism. 
People are so eager to believe things that are fi:om sources 
such as TV and radio because it takes the pressure off them-
selves to intetpret the significance of events or examine particu-
lar statements for tmth or logic. 
A culture oflazy people is dangerous. Lazy thinkers believe 
lies because it would require too much wotk to find out the 
tmth for themselves. Lazy thinkers believe things like Bill 
Clinton is actually a devoted Christian because he was pho-
I I 
I 
I I 
"Lazy thinkers 
believe lies 
because it would 
require too much 
work to fmd out 
the truth for 
themselves." 
tographed canying a Bible while 
coming out of chw·ch one day. 
The significance of believing 
statements such as ' 'I didn't 
inhale," ' 'I did not have sexual 
relations with that woman" and ' 'I 
feel your pain" is not in whether 
Clinton was actually telling the 
tmth, but whether the American 
people can critically process the 
assumption that a liar may not 
make the best president. 
Lazy people believe politicians 
who may talk smoothly and present a pretty face to the camera 
who may have anything but the interests of the American peo-
ple in mind. Someone who does not have the power of critical 
thought is easily swayed, and unfortunately, sometimes this 
pet'Son is the most adamant in his or her beliefs. 
How do you know what to stand for if you never examine 
your beliefs for errot'S in logic? It is not good enough to watch 
the evening news for all of your inf01mation. Have the 
American people never· heard of bias? Do you really think Dan 
Rather· is a solid rock of perfect political impartiality? 
No textbook you read, no newscaster you watch, no profes-
sor you listen to is without bias or without his own personal 
political ideas. Deal v.rith this fu.ct and let it sink in. Because of 
this, you must decide whether· you v.illlet other· sow-ces do 
your thinking for you or whether you will think for yow'Self 
Intelligent ctitical thinking takes work. It takes research, it 
takes motivation, it takes v.illingness to discover· things that 
may cause a little pain or discomfott. 
It has been said that a society's worth can be judged by the 
literature it produces. Do we want the book fi·om the society of 
2000 to read "I sa:w it on MTV and I believed if' or "I can 
think for myself and I will?" 
I don't need a shepher·d, do you? 
• Kelly Rush is a junior journalism major and a monthly colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is 
cukar7@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author. 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Distorted comments 
change article meaning Your turn 
Free speech applies 
to everyone 
I was asked by a friend to read a 
comment that I allegedly had given to 
Mark Da:venp01t on Tuesday in an 
interview. These cotnlllents not only 
had an extremely negative connota-
tion, but also were false . 
Let me begin by saying that 
Davenp01t asked me several ques-
tions regarding my understanding of 
the differences between blacks and 
whites on Eastem's campus on a 
mytiad of levels. When asked do 
whites and blacks party in the same 
way, I answered simply "no." Later in 
the interview, Davenpmt said, "When 
I go to the local bars, I don' t see 
many blacks there." Then he asked 
"Why do you think that is?" I 
answered: "Drinking doesn't seem to 
be the detennining factor. I personal-
ly don' t go to a party to drink, I go to 
Letters to the editor 
dance." 
I must admit that I am very disap-
pointed with the lack of honesty in 
the article " Some minmity students 
say race is too imp01tant." I am not a 
racist person, although the article 's 
tone would suggest othetwise. 
My cotnlllents were distorted to 
fit whatever it was the author was try-
ing to portray. I ask, in the future, 
students think twice about consenting 
to interviews with The Dai~y Eastern 
News and jownalists think twice 
about dist01t ing the words of the peo-
ple who are w illing to speak with 
them. 
Marilyn Jackson 
freshman English major 
While Professor Annette Samuel's 
comments on John Rocker's right of 
free speech can be debated, the 
biggest joke on Rocker is the fact that 
while he has claimed to loathe irmni-
grants and Latinos, his two catchers 
on the Atlanta Braves are named 
Lopez and Perez. 
It is not farfetched to imagine that 
either one or both catchers might 
decide to dea l with Rocker's adtnis-
sion of hatred in a time honored fash-
ion - telling opposing batters the 
pitches they will be signaling Rocker 
to throw. 
After all, they have the tight of 
free speech, don't they? 
Joe He1111ann 
speech communication professor 
Send le tters to th e editor via e- ma i l t o cumkm7@pen. ei u. edu 
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Tarble to hold concert Sunday 
By Allison Crase 
sta1f writer 
A classical music concert will 
proYide entertainment and a break 
from studying. according to Marilyn 
Coles of the music department. 
TI1e Merling Trio, residents of 
Western Michigan University's 
School of Music. and faculty mem-
bers at the ENCORE School for 
Strings will perfonn at 3 p.m. 
Sw1day at the Tarble Arts Center. 
Part of the continuing 1999-2000 
Tarble Arts Center Chanlber Music 
Series, the Merling Trio will feature 
such well-know composers as 
Haydn, Dvorak and Mendelssohn. a 
press release stated. 
Attending the concert can give 
students a break from studying 
while also helping them be able to 
study better later, Coles said. 
Classical music is good for 
studying, Coles said. She encour-
ages all Eastern students to attend 
and take a break from their home-
work because the concert will be "a 
wonderful diYersion from studying." 
Admission is $5 for the general 
public and $3 for full-tinle students 
and senior citizens. Tickets are 
available at the door on Sunday or in 
advance from the music depru1ment, 
co-sponsor of the series. 
For more information, contact 
the TrubleArts Center at 581-ARTS 
(-2787) or log on to 
www.eiu.edu/ ...... tru·ble. 
RHA agrees to fund postcards 
By Jason Maholy 
Staff writer 
Gallery. 
The Residence Hall Association Thw'Sday passed a 
resolution for the fimding of postcards in mentory of slain 
Eastent student Amy Blumberg. 
"Her parents asked if students had any stories about 
their daughter, and if so, wanted to know what they were," 
Gallery said. 
fu other news, RHA is beginning to put together next 
full's "Little Persons' Weekend" which is tentatively 
scheduled for Nov. 4. Tite weekend gi\ -es the brothers and 
sisters ofEastent students the chance to \-isit the universi-
ty and have a good time. said RHA President Cathi 
Anderson The event will be held in conjtmction with a 
football game and will include games. acti\ities, give-
aways and prizes. 
The postcards will be fimded by RHA in the amount of 
$52.50 and will be distributed by Sigma Kappa to ment-
bers of the campus community. Exactly how the postcards 
will be distributed bas not yet been detenllined, but the 
objective is to have students send their condolences to 
Miss Bhunberg's parents. said RHA advisor Kelly 
Discussion of econ class delayed 
By Shauna Gustafson 
Administration edttor 
Tite Cow1cil on Academic Affairs 
Thursday voted to schedule discus-
sion of a new economics capstone 
course for their March 2 meeting. 
The course, ECN 4689. will be 
for senior economics majors. 
"It will be a course to sum up 
economic concepts and principles 
they learned at Eastem." Bill 
Addison. CAA chair, previously 
Saturdar. Februa!J 19 
FREE RUCKABILLY 
CONCERT 
~h: lnl!riNl~ 
Hillbilly fun begins 
at 10:00 pm 
509 Van BurPn 345 -2380 
MONEY'S LOW 
AND YOU WANT TO 
SHOUT? 
YOUR 
LANDLORD'S 
READY TO 
THROW 
YOU OUT? 
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT 
YOU NEED TO 
DO, 
ONE AD IN THE 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WILL MAKE MONEY 
FOR YOU! 
said. for the course. 
On Feb. 4 the CAA postponed 
the discussion of the econornics 
cotu-se wttil there was a policy set by 
the Committee for the Assessment of 
Student Lerun.ing on how classes 
should assess students' knowledge. 
Mruy Wohlrabe, CASL chair, 
previously said the question of the 
assessment policy ru·ose when the 
new economics cow-se was devel-
oped, including the test. 
"I think the preswnption is this 
class will test what students in eco-
nomics should know." Wohlrabe 
said. 
The proposed course would 
include a standardized test to assess 
how much students have learned by 
the time they take the capstone 
course. The score of the test would 
make up 30 percent of the final grade 
The CAA also will discuss an 
Industrial Technology course at their 
next meeting. 
STIX Friday: Patty Melt w I French fries $4.5Q 
345-7849 Catfish Sandwich w/slaw 
Saturday: & chips $4~ 
Italian Beef w/ cheese & chips $411 
14" 2 topping pizza w/ breadslicks & 2 side salads $11li 
Call to book your funct ions 
N ever a Cover • Dance Floor w/DJ 
1999 Midwest Collegiate Champs 
Informational Meeting 
Tues. Feb. 22nd 7 p .m. 
MLK Breezeway 
-No Experience Necessary 
-All are Welcome! 
Cult ural Divers it y on Campus 
Join the SST Communications Theatre Company as they 
present lessons in diversity. It has 
comedy ... drama ... imagination ... 
This worksho is o en and free to ever one! 
hursd ay, ebruary 24 
Main Session 1:30 p.m. Univ. Ballroom 
Break-out Sessions 2:30 p.m. TBA 
*Pre-registration is required for the 2:30 sessions. Participants 
registering for the 2:30 session must attend the 1:30 session. 
Please register to cgtlp@pen.eiu.edu or visit our web site at 
http://www.eiu.edu/-affirm/SSTiraining.htm 
Sponsored by University Housing and Dining & The Office 
of Civil Rights and Diversity 
daily 
brief 
car chase ends 
with suspect 
killing himself 
PEORIA, (AP) - A 
Chicago homicide suspect led 
Peoria police on a chase through 
residential ru·eas Tiuu-sday, ram-
ming two cru·s that tried to block 
his way before apparently com-
mitting suicide shortly after a 
11131·ksman tried to shoot out his 
truck's tires. 
Deondre Jackson, 27, was 
pronounced dead at OSF St. 
Anthony Medical Center about 
a half-hour after the chase ended 
when the U-Haul rental truck he 
was driving crashed into the 
porch of a vacant house. 
Officials said he died of a self-
inflicted gunshot wound to the 
right temple. 
Police said Jackson was a 
suspect in two murders and an 
armed robbery, and was wanted 
on a drug warrant. 
FBI's Internet cases 
has quadrupled 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
The number of newly opened 
FBI computer investigations has 
quadrupled since the first elec-
tronic commerce sites were 
attacked last week Investigators 
theorize copycats may have 
emerged to attack additional, 
but less well-known futernet 
5A 
sites. 
Attacks have continued into 
this week and no one knows .if 
they haYe ended FBI spokes-
woman Debbie Weiem1an said 
Thursday. 
Two days after the first attack 
o\·erwhelmed Yahoo! on Feb. 7, 
the FBI had opened four new 
investigations of these so-called 
distributed denial of service 
attacks. Now the total is "more 
than 17 new investigations, 
including more than 13 where 
the victim suffered a distributed 
denial of service attack," 
Weiennan said TI1w·sday. Only 
eight of the more thrut 13 have 
been publicly identified. 
Elian case causing 
frustration among 
housemermers 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Two prominent Democratic 
House members assailed the 
Clinton administration on 
Thursday for its failure to return 
Elian Gonzalez to Cuba many 
weeks after concluding that he 
belongs with his father on the 
island. 
Rep. Maxine Waters, D -
Calif, said Immigration and 
Naturalization Services 
Commissioner Doris Meissner 
made the right decision in early 
Januruy in mling that the boy 
should be sent back. 
' 'But she literally has botched 
it in not expediting her own 
decision," Waters said. She also 
criticized Attomey General 
Janet Reno for not using her 
authority to send Elian back 
There was no inlmediate 
response from inlmigration offi-
cials to Waters ' comments. 
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Eastern has chance to break tie with SEMO 
Panthers prepare 
for biggest game 
of the season 
By Troy Hinkel 
Staff writer 
With only three games left in the 
regular season, Eastern women's 
basketball team plays host to the 
Southeast Missouri Otahkians 
Saturday in what could be the biggest 
game of the season for the Panthers. 
Eastern (7-16,5-10) is ctuently 
tied with the Otahkians (9-15,5-10) 
for eighth place in the Ohio Valley 
Conferertce, and since only the top 
eight of the confer·ence advance into 
the OVC totunament, the v.rinner· of 
this match up would be in a prime 
position to advance. 
"Its a big game for us because the 
winner puts themselves into a posi-
tion to qualify for the OVC totuna-
ment," Eastem head coach Linda 
Wunder said. 
Both teams trail Tennessee State 
Tigers by only a half game, and a vic-
tOiy on Saturday for the Panther'S 
could move them into a tie with 
Tennessee State for seventh in the 
OVC with the tie breaker· going in 
Eastern's favor. 
\\bmeris Basketball Standings 
Team Cont. Overall 
Tennessee Tech 14-1 19-7 
Murray State 11-4 13-11 
Middle Tennessee 10-5 13-10 
Eastern Kentucky 8-7 11 -13 
Tennessee-Martin 9-6 10-14 
Austin Peay 8-8 12-13 
Tennessee State 6-10 8-16 
Southeast Missouri 5-1 0 8-15 
Eastern Illinois 5-10 7-16 
Morehead State 0-15 1-23 
Thursday's Results 
Middle Tennessee 84, Austin Peay 63 
Tennessee Tech 68, Tennessee St. 55 
Tennessee-Martin 93, Morehead St. 83 
Murray St. 94, E. Kentucky 83 
The key for the Panthet'S will be 
playing a solid 40 minutes verses 
SEMO. The week off should allow 
the players the energy to do so. 
' 'We need to play a solid game for 
40 minutes, which is something that 
we have not done on a consistent 
basis," Wunder said. 
' 'When you get to this point in the 
season you need to be consistent to 
make a stl'Ong sti-etch mn and that is 
what we need to do." 
Wanting to play well in their last 
home game of the season could be 
another· confidence booster· for the 
Panthers as a win would push the 
home record to .500 at 6-6 for the 
season. 
A win would also be the ultimate 
way to say goodbye to the three 
Eastem seniors Leah Aldrich-
Franklin, Angie Patzner· and Monica 
Bernat. 
The three will be acknowledged 
before the statt of the game. 
"You hope that the team will rally 
around the senio1'S and play on a 
higher level in making the seniors 
last game a memorable one," 
Wunder· said. 
SEMO has snuggled of late, los-
ing their last five confer-ence games. 
Pmt of the reason for the downward 
spiral is the loss of center Pam 
Iverson who is limited due to a knee 
injtuy. 
Iverson's injury makes the 
Otahkians more dependent upon out-
side threat Paula Corder·-King. King, 
one of the leading three point shoot-
et'S in the conferertce at .400 percent, 
is averaging over 15.3 points per 
game. 
She lit Behnont up for 23 points 
Wednesday as 15 of the points came 
fi:om behind the ai'C. 
In the last meeting between 
SEMO and Eastern, the Otahkians 
defeated the Panther'S 83-70. SEMO 
used a 13-0 nm late in the game to 
hold off the Panthers. 
Despite the em·ly season loss, the 
Panthet'S played with the Otahkians 
for most of the gmne before the late 
full. That along with playing on our 
home court has given them confi-
dence in p1-epm'ing for the game. 
"The temn feels confident that 
they can play with SEMO. We 
proved that when we played them 
down ther-e," Wunder said. 
"She is a good player· and the 
team has a good balance despite 
Iverson being out," Wunder said. 
"No matter· who you play, you must 
defend well; and if she does not 
score, then someone else will. We 
will have to play defense for a full40 
minutes to win." 
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor 
Panther guard Renee Schaul passes the ball off to a teammate in Eastern's 
match up with Tennessee Tech last week. The Panthers will host SE Missouri 
Saturday in the Panthers' home finale. 
Panthers look to make Friday night a special one 
Eastern track teams shift focus to individual performances for weekend competition 
By Jeffrey Price 
Staff writer 
The Panthers' men's and women's ti-ack 
and field teams will gnm·l their way into 
another weekend of competition as they host 
the 'Friday Night Special' Friday from 4 
p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Although only individual scores will be 
kept for this meet, a host of teatns will be 
showing up ready to compete. 
Included in that group are Illinois State, 
Austin Peay, University of Indianapolis, and 
Southem at Carbondale. 
"We're not concemed with teatn scores, 
we're concemed with individual scores and 
making the conference lineups," said men's 
head coach Tom Akers. 
"Physically we're ready for some good 
perfmmances. It's all about having them 
ready mentally." 
Jm1·od Macklin will be looking to retum 
physically and mentally strong after being 
sidelined with a knee injury since 
Thanksgiving. 
Macklin competed for the first time at the 
Indiana Hoosier Invitational finishing second 
in the 200-meters. He will compete Friday in 
the 200-meters, the 400-meters and the 55-
meters hurdles. 
"I'm not back to 100 percent, but coach 
has had me doing a lot of workouts. He was 
thinking about redshirting me; I should ha:ve 
some pretty good times tomoiTow," Macklin 
said. 
Macklin believes the meet at Indiana was 
probably the toughest and the next toughest 
probably will be Middle Tennessee State. 
Another star that was questionable for this 
weekend was women's long jump and niple 
jump field Mmissa Beshue who injured her 
right ankle dm'ing her triple jump event last 
weekend. 
"It's feeling pretty good. It's just a little 
stiff. I'm taking it a little easier this week, 
I'm not going to jump in both. That way it 
will be close to 1 00 percent for conference," 
Beshue said. 
Ake1'S and head women's coach John 
Craft both were on the Satne page, saying the 
Friday Night Special n·ack meet is just a 
meet to see what key stars will be competing 
in conference events and who and where 
they will place them. 
"We've been working hm·d on condition-
ing since September, so we're expecting to 
record some good times this weekend and for 
conference," said Craft. 
"We can't just look past this competition, 
we have to compete." 
Eastern Illinois University Theatre 
prese ts 
a-4ooN OVER aulf FALC 258-9004 
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND! 
Place a BIRTHDAY AD w ith a 
AND MESSAGE 
Eas tern News 
ADVERTISE ... ONE 
IN THE DEN 
CLASSIFIED WILL 
MAKE $ FOR YOU! 
........ ~­IKSN L.UI)WIG 
8 p .m. February 17,18, 19 
2 p.m. February 20, 2000 
on the Mainstage - Doudna Fine Arts Center 
Call 581-3110 for ticket information and r eservations 
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Eastern Athletic Department will host event 
to benefit baseball players affected by fire 
By Kyle Bauer 
and Kristin Rojek 
Sports edttors 
several promotions during the games. 
Saturday's game against Southeast 
Missouri State will be Housing and 
Dining night and the athletic depart-
ment has a fev.r promotions of its ovm 
scheduled. 
dents will also be given away, includ-
ing a cordless phone, CD playet~ a 19" 
color television set and several "sm·-
vival kits." 
Inunediately following Eastetn's 
Saturday night basketball gaiUe 
against Southeast Missom1 State, the 
athletic depmiment v.ill be spons01ing 
a 5-Almm benefit to help the four 
Eastetn baseball playet'S affected by 
Sunday moming's fire. 
The benefit will be held at Stix and 
is open to all ages. Anyone undet· 21 
may enter tluuugh the banquet l'OO!'ll. 
·~ tips for setvet'S and bartendet'S 
will go to help the baseball playet'S, 
said Julie Ostetmann, PrograiU 
Assistant for Matketing and 
Plumotions. 
The atllletic depattment will be 
qualifying more students to travel to 
Nashville if either ofEastem's teams 
advance in the Ohio Valley 
Conference tomnament. And, as 
always, there will be the AFSCME 
dmwing, the tlu-ee-quarter-comt shot 
and pizza giveaways; but the athletic 
depattment has a fev.r more things 
planned. 
The two largest prizes will be a 
one Seinestet· mom upgrade from a 
double to a single residence hall or 
Greek Court mom and a spnit pt'ize 
package will be given to the residen-
tial building with the lmgest pet'Cellt-
age of residents in attendance. 
Plizes have been donated fium 
m-ea businesses like EL Kracket'S, 
Jmnaican Tan, and Chick-fil-A 
Satm·day night's gaines v.illmmk 
the Panthet'S' final regular season 
home games. 
The athletic deprutment will host 
a 50/50 rafll.e and sell chili as well as 
accepting donations to help the play-
et'S. 
''We are also doing the Mack 
Moore shoe night," Ostennann said. 
''We are giving away two $75 gift cer-
tificates for Dr. Mmten shoes." 
An estimated $1,500 in prizes v.ill 
be given away tluuughout both the 
men's and women's gmnes to show 
appreciation to the funs. 
Not only will it be senior night, but 
both the men and the women m-e in 
the middle of a dogfight in the OVC 
standings. 
"Tllis is going to be the biggest 
gaiUe of the season as far as the level 
of enthusiasm," Ostetmann said. 
"We need the sixth man to show up." 
In addition to the post-gmne festiv-
ities, the athletic depmi:ment will nm Several prizes to on-caillpus resi-
EIU CALENDAR 
Today 
lBA . Sdllal vs. Arizooa StE at 
Wigal Slate (<t Arizooa Slate 
rankdil) 
Saturday 
5:45 p.nt - 'Mlmen'S ball<elball vs. 
SE IJissaJi (atl..allz G)m~ 
7 p.m.- Men's OOSI<elball vs. SE 
IJissaJi (al Latz Gym~ 
lBA-Terris vs.l>b1hem loos 
NBA 
EASTERN COff'ERENCE 
AllarD: llMsix1 
W L GB 
r.trri ll 17 -
New'rtrt 29 18 1 
Rlladelltia 27 22 4 
Oltr100 24 26 7.5 
~ 21 28 10 
New Jefsey 19 ll 2 
Wa!lli'glm 15 34 16 
Cel'*<t DMsin 
32 16 
27 20 4.5 
26 21 5.5 
Scoreboard 
DeiJtit 25237 
~ 26247 
- 19 28 12.5 
CleiEim 19 30 13.5 
~ 10 37 21.5 
WESTERN CONFEROCE 
MlMest lMsKx1 
W L GB 
Soo l'mril 32 17 -
U1ah 29 18 2 
t.ft1esaa 27 20 4 
DerM!r 21 27 10.5 
Dalas 20 28 11.5 
- 20 30 12.5 
'l.l'lcnM!r 14 34 17.5 
PadOC lMsKx1 
38 11 -
37 11 .5 
30 18 7.5 
31 20 8 
29 19 8.5 
12 35 25 
11 38 27 
COLLEGE 
Men's Basketball 
OVC Standings 
(JoiC OJefall 
MtJ13Y State 11-3 1S.7 
Southeasl MissotJi 11-4 18-6 
Eastern Illinois 8-6 13-10 
Austinl'eay 9-6 15-8 
Tennessee Tedl 9-6 13-10 
Mi!dle Temessee 7-7 11-11 
T ennessee-Mal1in 5-8 S.15 
Tennessee State 5-9 &-18 
McxelleadState 4-10 9-14 
Eastern Kenllld<y 2-12 &-17 
ThJrsday's Resuls 
Easlefn Kenrucky at MtJ13Y Slate 
Midde Temessee ati'IJslil Peay 
Morehead State <t TemMarti'l 
Temessee Tedl at Tennessee State 
Top 25 
1. Ciocilnali 23-1 
2.Stmro 21-1 
3.0Uie 19-3 
4.Aiizooa 21-4 
5. Temessee 21-3 
6. Midligan St 19-6 
7.1lio St 17-4 
8. DtlaOOma St 2().2 
9. Syracuse 2().2 
1 0. k1<lana 1 9-4 
11. Aoroa 1&-5 
12 . .atWrn 19-4 
13. TIAsa 22-2 
14. 1owa St 21-3 
15.Ten'C)Ie 19-4 
16.LSU 19-4 
17. Texas 17-6 
18. Cooneclicul 17-6 
19. Kenrucky 17-7 
20. Oldatxln'Q 19-4 
21. l.tlh 19-4 
22 Mal)!and 17-7 
23. Selon Hall 19-4 
24. Kalsas 18-6 
25. Ptr!lJe 17-7 
O!hels rec9mJ \/Oies: Orecp1 
143, Valdelllil77, l'b1h Gardina 
25, UNLV 15, Goozaga 10, St 
JOOl's 7, Oaytoo 6, Kenl5, 111inas 4, 
IJI<rri4, L~e2,Navy 
2, Ul3l St 2, LO<isYie 1, N.C. Slate 
t, l'elllleldine 1, Sl.tJ 1, Sout1em 
Gal t 
Women's Basketball 
OVC Standings 
(JoiC Overall 
TE!Ilnessee Tedl 13-1 18·7 
lollrray State 1(}.4 12·11 
l.tddle Tennessese 9-5 12·10 
Easlefn Kenllrty 8-6 11·12 
TE!Ilnessee-Martin 8-6 9-14 
Austin Peay S.7 12-12 
TE!Ilnessee State 5-8 7-14 
Southeast IJISSOt.ri 5-1 0 S.15 
Eastern Illinois 5.10 7-16 
l.t>rellead State ().14 1-22 
ThJrsday's Rest.lls 
IJiddle Tenn. 84, Aus&1 Peay 63 
TE!IlO. Ted168, Tenn. State 55 
TE!I10.-Mar1in 92, Morel1ead St 83 
Mtrray State 94, E. Kenlocky 83 
TRANSACTIONS 
FOOlBALL 
National Foolball League 
CHICAGO BEARS -~QB 
JinMil erloa~cmtrad. 
HOUSTON - Named Olock Banker 
drector ofiXO soou&1g. 
MIAMI Da.PHINS - Si}1ed QB Jay 
Foedler. 
NEW ORI.E.AJolS SAINTS - Named 
Frank Ci!Jletli, J'. Q1.1311ert9cts 
coadl. 
NEW 'tORI< JETS - /'qeed to 
terms oo a pay rut wilh T .klmbo 
EllioCL 
PITTSBURGH STEELERS -
Named Kevin ~ <fredor of 
ixlOlal ()!)efatiX1s. 
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS - Signed 
C Room Fortin to a Mo-year <Xlll-
lrad. 
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS - Re-
si!Jled Ill Jtrior Blyant 
WASHINGTON REDSI(INS -
Signed S Moll1t Ga'rier '> a five.yea-
cmtrad. 
panther 
~arts 
nbrief 
Panther softball 
opens season with 
three ranked teams 
The Panthet· softball temn will 
statt its season with tnatch-ups 
against tlu-ee nationally ranked 
opponents this weekend. 
The Panthet'S will open then· 
season by competing in the 
Atizona State mund-mbin tom·-
nament. 
Eastetn will open against No. 
9 Atizona State and No. 17 
Michigan State today. 
"It will be interesting to see 
how we match up against these 
ranked teams," head coach 
Lloydene Sem·le said in a press 
release. ''We are anxious to get 
the season undetway, so it will be 
fun to play at a wmm-weathet· 
site this emiy in the yem·." 
Also competing in the tomna-
ment will be No. 25 Iowa and 
Redemption 
fromPage8A 
The Indians have a league-lead-
ing 128 blocks, an avemge of 5.3 
per game. SEMO has ah'eady bro-
ken the team record for blocks and 
m·e led in that categ01y by senior 
power fotwm·d Roderick Johnson, 
who has 34 blocks on the season. 
With the Indians coming to 
town, Samuels ts hoping for a 
crowd as intimidating as the 4 ,392 
fans that showed up to Lantz for the 
Mm1-ay State game last Thm'Sday. 
"More said," Samuels replied. 
"That would be tremendous and 
make it more difficult for SEMO. 
Human Potential Interviews 
for february 29th @ 7:00 pm 
This Weekend at 
c7\:1art y's 
Pajammy Jam 
4 o'cloc k club 
$ 4 Pitchers Lite, MGD, Icehouse 
LIVE OJ 
Wear your P J's and Get a Prize! 
Applications Turned in feb. 28ili 
hr Noon in Rm ~ijl 
l~tudent Activiey Center) in ilie Union 
human potential 
The Human Potential Committee presents programs and 
events that increase the multicultural awareness of the 
campus. Programs include speakers and entertainers for 
Black History Month, Latino Heritage Month, and 
Cultural Diversity Week. 
~Tlhlce Ace~ltrtilcelt~(C~ (Q)f IB3ce~!lllli:Jw 
Art has shown the changing perceptions and standards of beauty 
throughout the ages. This talk will illustrate that the current 
preoccupation with low weight and slim figure is a very recent 
phenomenon. This workshop is part of Eating Disorders 
Awareness Week. 
Graeme Reid, The Greater Lafayette Museum of Art 
Monday, February 21, 2000 7:00p.m. 
Buzzard Auditorium 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
instate riv--al Illinois State. 
Women's tennis 
team hits the road 
for doubleheader 
7A 
With only a few weeks left in 
its fall season, the Panther 
women's tennis team will travel to 
Dekalb to take on Notihem 
Illinois before heading to Peotia 
to face Ct-eighton. 
Head coach Michael Hunt said 
his squad matches up well with 
Northem at the top of the lineup, 
but the bottom may pose a few 
pt·obletns. 
"Notihetn is a vetet'311 team 
that has a couple of nev.•comet'S 
that are strung," he said. "At the 
top of the lineup, we tnatch up 
well, but then· depth v.ill be a fac-
tor." 
The Bluejays have already 
faced top competition fi·om the 
Big 12 confet-ence this season, 
sqummg off with teams fium 
Kansas, Kansas State and 
Nebraska. 
"Ct-eighton is a little uneet1ain 
so far," Hunt said. "I don't know 
what we are going to see, but I aill 
looking fotward to good COlllpeti-
tion this weekend." 
It's an inspnmg factor for us when a 
crowd is loud and boistet·ous." 
With SEMO cm1·ently sitting in 
second place in the OVC, a half a 
game behind Mm1-ay State, and 
with Eastern cm1·ently tied for third 
place with Austin Peay, Saturday's 
last regular season home gaiUe has 
huge iinplications toward hosting a 
first round tomnmnent gaiUe. 
"This is a big gmne, no doubt," 
Samuels said. "(A win) would give 
us a huge amount of momentum, 
and it's the time of year where 
you have to play well and teams 
are fighting for home court 
advantage. We know we need to 
win two games to get that advan-
tage, and I think the kids will be 
fired up." 
1\111.1.: ,n~GmS ! : : r ... S2,00 
::~r.\l(:r, ·,·ll C:l"'l !( · : .. 1' .. :- ·. · ·~.•: , , 
··• · .,, • ..,, 1·· · .. ·r;"·:. ~ . · -c ·. ·. :1 , 
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Eastern AD hosts benefit for baseball players. Page 7 A 
Women's basketball team looks to break tie . Page 6A 
Track teams hope Friday night is special. Page 6A Friday 
Wrestlers 
come up 
short in 
final dual 
By Kevin Mulcahy 
Staff writer 
The Panther wrestling team 
came one pin shmt of winning its 
final meet of the season against 
the Indiana Hoosiers Thursday in 
an extremely close match that con-
cluded with the Panthers losing 
Wresd' 
EIU 21 
~
22-21 in the 
final match of 
the competi-
tion. 
"It was a 
great match," 
Panther head coach Ralph 
McCausland said. "Evetything 
was pivotal, and it came down to 
whoever ga:ve up the most points." 
In the final match of the com-
petition, Panther junior Louis 
Taylor defeated his Hoosier oppo-
nent 6-3 in the 174 pound weight 
class, but it was not enough for 
Eastem to capture the points for a. 
victmy. 
"Our guys tried hard to win," 
McCausland said. "Taylor really 
laid it out there to try to win it for 
the team." 
In a previous match at 165, 
junior Mike Kelly was defeated by 
his Hoosier counterpart in a 2-1 
decision. 
Senior Jason Lawrence won his 
match for the Panthers, winning 
the bout at 149 pounds by decision 
2-1, No. 17 Don Pool pinned 
Indiana's James Torres at 141 
pounds. 
The Hoosiers forfeited the 
match for 133 pounds, giving the 
Panthers six points as senior Kelly 
Revells was declared winner of 
the match. 
Eastem senior Zach Derrico 
was pinned in the 197 pound bat-
tle by ninth nationally ranked 
Hoosier Viktor Suede. 
Indiana. lost the heavy wieght 
match when Eastem's Mike 
Russow, also ranked ninth in the 
country, won the match in a. 5-4 
decision victory. 
"It was our match," McCausland 
said. "We were pinned at 57 and 97, 
and that hurt us. In a match tltat is 
decided by a point, one change of 
position can change evetything." 
McCausland compared this 
match to a match the Panthers had 
against Missouri in which Eastem 
forfeited a match that gave 
Missouri the points that enabled 
Missouri to win the competition. 
"This was similar to the 
Missouri match," McCausland 
said. "It's give or take in matches 
like this." 
After losing to Indiana, the 
Panthers will try to build off of 
this match to head into the region-
al toumament. 
"Evetyone is going to have to 
come to wrestle," McCausland 
said. 
"The guys need to understand 
going in to regionals that there is no 
second chance, but we need to take 
fi:om this. Indiana is 21 in the coun-
try and we were right thet·e." 
February 18, 2000 
Panthers seek redemption 
Men's basketball team tries to upend 
OVC's best defense in season finale 
Sara Figiel / Associate photo editor 
Panther center Luke Sharp brings the ball up the floor in Eastern's rout of the 
College of St. Francis Wednesday night. The Panthers will host SE Missouri 
Saturday night in the final home game of the season. 
By Bill Ruthhart 
Associate sports editor 
If Eastem's men's basketball 
team wants to post a. win in its 
final regular season home game 
Saturday night against Southeast 
Missouri, it will have to do it by 
playing efficiently against the 
league's best defense. 
When the Panthers (13-10, 9-
6) tip off against the Indians (18-
6, 11 -4), they will face a tenacious 
half comt defense that leads the 
Ohio Valley Conference in scor-
ing defense, allowing just over 61 
points per game. Teams are only 
shooting just over 37 percent from 
the field against SEMO and just 
29 percent from three-point range. 
" It will boil down to making 
good shot attempts," Panther head 
coach Rick Samuels said. "We 
have to make shots. We can't take 
quick shots that aren't good shots, 
and we have to make the high per-
centage shots and putbacks." 
That means the Panthers will 
have to do a. much better job of 
shooting the ball than they did in 
their 77-66 loss in Cape 
Girardeau on Jan. 22 when they 
shot just 22 percent from the floor 
and failed to make a three-point 
shot, missing all eight attempts 
from downtown. 
"We have to have a. good 
shooting percentage," Samuels 
said. "We have to shoot the ball 
better than they're letting people 
shoot the ball." 
And when they do get in a 
position to get shots off, the 
Panthers will have to contend 
with the conference's best shot-
blocking team. 
See REDEMPTION Page 7 A 
----------Panther Watch----------. 
Making a smooth transition 
Lone freshman 
gives Panthers 
lift off the bench 
By Kristin Rojek 
Associate sports editor 
The bench has always provid-
ed a spark for the women's bas-
ketball team, but freshman for-
ward Ka.yla Bloemer has kept the 
fire buming stt·ong after scoring 
a career-high 22 points Saturday 
against Tennessee-Mattin. 
The lone Panther freshman 
entered her first year with the 
Panthers, but she held one 
advantage among her team-
mates: she was the only player 
who didn't have to readjust to a. 
new collegiate coach. 
With head coach Linda. 
Wunder taking over the team this 
season, it took time and patience 
for many of the women to reap 
the benefits that this new coach 
had to offer. 
"People say that college is a. 
lot harder than high school, but 
where I come from my high 
school had a really tough coach 
so it wasn't a big tt·ansition," 
Bloemer said. 
"We tun on more of a set pro-
gram here and the coaching 
styles was a change, but I think 
the older girls had a big tt·ansi-
tion." 
Wunder agreed. 
"Kayla. has probably been the 
easiest adjustment this season," 
she said. 
"She came out and has been 
doing really well - she takes her 
game to a. new level." 
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor 
Freshman Kayla Bloemer attempts a shot with a Tennessee Tech defender 
in her face. Bloemer has provided a spark off the bench for the Panthers, 
averaging 21 .5 minutes a game. 
Averaging 21.5 minutes of 
play and shooting at 49.4 percent 
from the field, Bloemer has 
made her mark this season, with 
three games still left to play. 
"Kayla. is very aggressive, 
and that's hard to teach as a. 
coach," Wunder said. "She takes 
charge - she's vocal and a good 
leader on the court even as a. 
freshman." 
Bloemer had a successful 
high school career at Teutopolis 
High School, eaming the honors 
of being selected as one of the 
top 25 players in Illinois by USA 
Today. 
"In high school I was looked 
at as the big superstar, but now I 
have a different role," Bloemer 
said. "There's not as much pres-
sm·e on me, so can rebound and 
score. 
"Coming in as a. freshman, 
you don't know what to expect at 
a Division I level, but I think 
she's more comfmtable now that 
she's made those changes," 
Wunder said. 
Redshitt freshman Brooke 
Gossett and Bloemer seem to go 
hand-in-hand out on the court, 
both working off each other on 
the comt and watching from the 
bench together. 
"We motivate each other and 
we know how we both play and 
know each other's strengths," 
Bloemer said. 
With three years left in a. 
Panther unifmm, Bloemer has 
her work cut out for her, but also 
has her goals to achieve. 
"I just want to keep up the 
hard work," Bloemer said. 
"Overall, our team has 
improved a. lot. We ha:ve more 
team chemistry, but I hope the 
team improves a. lot still. Even 
though there's not much left to 
this year, we' ll look to next 
year." 
on tfle 
'-'amanda jacobson 
Staff writer 
"We put on our killer threads and warm up our 
booties," explained Jon Clarkson of Poprocks' pre-show 
routine. "Becca runs marathons and likes to show off her 
six pack abs ... she dresses pretty wi ld." 
"We are excited to be playing our first gig in 
Charleston, Illinois!" Clarkson said about Saturday's show 
at Top of the Roc. At around 10 p.m., the cover band takes 
the stage. There will be dancing and lots of uncontrollable 
dancing. Clarkson described the atmosphere at a Poprocks 
gig: " It's wi ld. There's a lot of dancing." 
Expect to get a groove on and work your ''thang" to 
tunes like Rod Stewart's " Da Ya Think I'm Sexy," "Staying 
Al ive" by the Bee Gees, "I Touch Myself" by Divinyls, The 
Cardigans' "Love Fool" and "Taste of Honey" by Boogie 
Oogie Oogie. 
The self-accla imed "br illiant musicians and sharp 
dressed men" are led by versatile singer Becca Koester. 
Her version of Pat Benetar's "Hit Me With Your Best Shot" 
is a dead-ringer for the original. Koester has the true lead 
singer persona, with a dynamic voice, hot moves and looks. 
She is described by fellow band members as a " hard-rockin 
oproc 
hardbody [who] rocks like Joan lett and purrs like Donna 
Summer." Koester is possibly the defining characteristic of 
the band. She runs marathons and par t icipates in 
triathalons when she isn't busting up the stage. 
"See the tall, good-looking one with the long hair? The 
one that looks really cool? That's me," pointed out 
Clarkson. Jon C larkson is the guitarist/secret weapon of 
Poprocks. His secret talents lie in the guitar synthesizer he 
plays, which is a tool that allows the guitar to sound like 
other instruments, such as an organ or a horn. 
Guitarist and vocalist Wally Hooker helps out with 
songs like "Brick House," and has over 15 years of 
see CANDY, page 3b 
Poprocks are (L to R): Sam Roan, Jon Clarkson. Becca Koester. Wally Hooker and Kent "Sweet" Aberle. 
photo courtesy of Poprocks 
That Verge Column 
Oscar madness has finally begun 
Dust in Hottman and Oscar guru Robert Rehme 
announced this year's Oscar nominees at 7:30 a.m. 
Tuesday morning, and something tells me I was the 
only person on campus who set his alarm for 7:25 
so I could get up in time to watch it live. 
I live fo r Oscar fever. Normal college-aged men 
get psyched up tor the Super Bowl o r the World 
Series, but my big excitement involves a bunch of 
stuffy old men giving out naked golden statues to 
Hollywood big-wigs. 
When you think about it, the Oscars really don't 
mean anything. It an actor w ins an Oscar. it likely 
means that he won a popularity contest or that he 
knows the r ight people in Hollywood. Yet some-
how, it matters to me. Movies aren't j ust entertain-
ment for me ... they're my lite. 
So I place a lot of stock in the Oscar nomina-
tions, and this year's lineup was both encouraging 
and enraging. Let's start with the enraging part, 
since that's more fun. 
How can the Academy overlook Jim Carrey two 
years in a row? The snub for "The Truman Show" 
was forgivable since Carrey still needed to shake 
his Ace Ventura image, but his tully realized, beaut i-
fully conceived port rayal of Andy Kaufman was, 
w ithout doubt, one of 1999's best performances. 
No one else could have nailed that part like he did, 
and no actor gave a better performance save tor 
Kevin Spacey. 
Where did "The C ider House Rules" come 
from? Lasse Hallstrom's adaptation of a John Irving 
novel was fairly well-received critically, but no one 
ever said there would be Oscars in store tor the 
fi lm. Now, the damn thing is up for seven awards, 
including Best Picture. 
ll'sean stangland 
Verge editor 
At least the rest of the Best Picture nominees 
are satisfying. "The Insider " was a virtual lock to r 
nomination since day one, as was the excellent 
"American Beauty." The surprises come in the form 
of "The Green Mile" and "The Sixth Sense," two 
fi lms that cer tainly deserved nominations but were 
never really given a chance by most Oscar handi-
cappers to get them. 
"The Green Mile" and "The Sixth Sense" belong 
in the Best Picture category because they are films 
that take a supernatural situation seriously, which is 
a hard thing to do. They also happen to be hugely 
popular films that the public has embraced, and the 
Oscars have a tendency to shun films that are pop-
ular even if they are of a high quality. 
Yet why is it that whenever there's a popular 
foreign film, it doesn't get nominated? Last year's 
"Life is Beaut iful" is an except ion to the rule, but 
both "Run Lola Run" and "Princess Mononoke" got 
snubbed this year. 
The worst thing about the Oscars: 'N Sync will 
likely be performing on the telecast. "Music of My 
Heart," from "Music of the Heart," was nominated 
for Best Original Song. Ugh. At least the Academy 
did something right in the Song category: "Blame 
Canada," a song from the "South Park" movie, gar-
nered a nomination. It's encouraging to see the 
Academy honor the year's most offensive fi lm. 
One question remains: why the hell did "Lite" 
and "Bicentennial Man" get Oscar nods, but "Eyes 
Wide Shut" didn't get a single damn one? I just 
might cry ... 
*** 
send comments or questions to sean at 
cusds@pen.eiu.edu, or call 581-2812. 
what was 1999's best movie? 
" T he Best Man.' 
because everything 
that happens could 
happen in real lite." 
staff 
" I love the movie 
with the big bear in 
it. It scared the hell 
out of me." 
Verge editor 
'The one girl from 
'Speed' was in it. I 
think it was 'Forces 
of Nature.'" 
-Todd Price, 
assistant resident 
director; 
Taylor Hall 
SEAN STANGLAND 
Associate Verge editor 
TONY SCOTT 
'"The Matrix' 
because it broke all 
the rules of film-
making." 
- Yury Borukhovich, 
senior; 
speech communica-
tons major 
copy editor 
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~~the VERGE of the Weekend 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
The only OFF campus Housing 
ON Campus 
(L~oo across from the Urjoo on 71tl StraeC) 
~Now Leasing f or FAU 
• 2, & 3 Bedrm • Central AC 
Furnished Units • Balconies 
• Free Parking • Laundry 
• Free Trash • Dishwashers 
.Open House 
4·6 pm Feb 18th 
LIMITED 
2 &: S Bed~ 
rvom Apart· 
ments Left. 
Act Fast!! 
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF WAITING 
GLASSES IN AN HO 
( ... OR SO) 
Feablrirg ... Diro:mts for EIU ~ty ar:d Sl:ui:nts 
¥20/20 Pm ¥ 
Just shcM EIU I.D. - call fer d:tails 
The Rexible meta' frame 
FLEX ON. 
b y f\A ARC H O N 
·-----------------· ! ~10 off any eye exam or ! 
! complete contact package ! 
·-----------------· One Hour Se:r:vi ce 
Glass or Plastic r.a:s:s ¥ Bi£ cx::als 
High Quality, Best Value & Fastest Service_ 
CROSS COUNT Y MALL • MAT TOON, I L 
~~the VERGE of the Weekend 
New DiCaprio movie no walk on 'The Beach' 
4J christopher weedman 
Staff writer 
The poster tagline for Danny Boyle's new 
drama "The Beach" tells us that " innocence 
never lasts forever." W hile this statement may 
be true, you will cer tainly get the feeling that 
Boyle's borefest wi ll never end. 
Leonardo DiCaprio stars as a disillusioned 
young lad, Richard, who has traveled to 
Thailand in search of fun and excitement . 
Richard is the sort of danger seeker who gets 
his kicks from gulping down snake blood, 
smoking pot and watching "Apocalypse Now" 
perpetually. 
While relaxing one evening in his cock-
roach-ridden hotel room, Richard finds a 
strange man, Daffy (Robert Carlyle), popping 
his head through an opening in the wall. The 
obviously crazed and stoned Daffy rambles 
nonsensically about knowing the whereabouts 
of an island paradise that is hidden from the 
rest of the world. According to Daffy, the 
island contains a beach that has pure white 
sands, crystal blue water and enough marijua-
na plants to last a lifet ime. 
The following morning, Richard sees that 
Daffy has attached a map to his door w ith 
directions to the island. Richard goes to 
Daffy's room to thank him for the gift and is 
surprised to find that the mysterious st ranger 
has slashed his wrists. 
Knowing that he could never make it to the 
island alone, Richard asks a beaut iful French 
girl, Francoise (Virginie Ledoyen), and her 
boyfriend, Etienne (Guillaume Canet), to 
accompany him. Richard picks the couple in 
hopes of wooing Francoise away from her less 
than outgoing lover. 
After narrowly escaping death on three 
separate occasions, the t rio finally set foot on 
the sands. They are astonished to find that the 
island is inhabited by a large energetic group of 
young people who have fo rsaken the civilized 
world for life in this island paradise. Little do 
they know that their serene environment w ill 
soon lead them into madness. 
"The Beach" is a major disappointment 
from Brit ish director Danny Boyle, the criti-
cally acclaimed filmmaker behind such quirky 
cult films as "Shallow Grave" and 
"Trainspotting." While those fi lms presented 
bizarre characters that you cared about, this 
one features w itless dopes that make you 
want to find another island to get away from 
them. 
DiCapr io, t he likable young actor of 
"Marvin's Room" and "What 's Eat ing Gilbert 
Grape?", is especially unsympathetic as 
Richard, the film's central protagonist. His 
character constant ly makes one idiotic move 
after another and eventually there comes a 
point where you do not even care what hap-
pens to him. This is the last thing you want to 
happen, since the ent ire film is seen through 
his eyes. 
A character with any common sense would 
not have gone to the island in the first place. I 
do not know about you, but I certainly would 
not want to go anywhere recommended by a 
suicidal dope addict named Daffy! 
After receiving fame and fo rtune from 
James Cameron's Academy Award-winning 
epic "Titanic," D iCaprio has been loafing 
around in such interesting misfires as "The 
Man in the Iron Mask" and Woody A llen's 
"Celebrity." DiCaprio would be well advised 
to start picking better proj ects, because he 
will not be able to survive on his glamour boy 
image forever. 
Fortunately, there are a few support ing per-
formances to appreciate. T ilda Swinton gives a 
complex performance as Sal, the leader of the 
island community, who is wi lling to go to any 
lengths to preserve this so-called utopia. 
Carlyle is also enjoyably over-the-top as Daffy. 
There are some typical Boyle touches to be 
found in the film .. At one point, DiCaprio starts 
- "So, Leo, are you like, gonna be the new Anakin 
Skywalker or what?" 
- "Shut up and swim." 
photo courtesy of movies.yahoo. com 
to go off the deep end and begins to think that 
he is a character in a video game. Boyle vivid-
ly paints this hallucination by using computer 
imaging to create Richard's video game uni-
verse. While this sort of scene may have been 
effect ive in an oft-beat film like 'T rainspotting," 
it looks terribly out of place here. 
One of the fi lm's few pluses is its lush cine-
matography by Darius Khondj i, whose previ-
ous credits include David Fincher's "Seven" 
and Bernardo Bertolucci's "Stealing Beauty." 
Khondji's succulent light ing glistens beaut ifully 
off the water surrounding the beach; it makes 
you wish that you could j ump up on the 
screen and appreciate this paradise first hand. 
If only there would have been likable charac-
ters and a logical narrative to go with it . 
You can rest assure that viewing the film is 
surely a "beach." Uh, oh ... I misspelled that 
last word. 
'The Beach" 
Twent ieth Century-Fox 
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Rip Tones visit Friends for rollickin' good time 
41Jtony scott 
Associate Verge ooitor 
It somehow (defying nature, ot course), 
Elvis and Waylon Jennings had a kid, he might 
have been a founding member ot Chicago's 
Rip Tones. The band is playing a tree show at 
10 p.m. Saturday at Friends & Co., 509 Van 
Buren in Charleston. 
A cross between the rockabi lly Sun 
Sessions-era sounds ot The King and the 
country twang ot Merle Haggard, w ith a dash 
ot blues and soul, the Rip Tones have been 
tear ing up the nation for nearly a decade. 
And although this will be their debut 
Charleston performance, they are no 
strangers to the central Illino is area. 
"We haven't played Charleston yet, but 
we have played central Illinois tor years," gui-
tarist and vocalist Jeb Bonansinga said. "And 
we did a gig last summer in Mattoon benefit-
ing a domestic violence charity. Our guitar 
player; Michael Krasovech, went to school in 
Charleston, so he's looking forward to play-
ing down there." 
The Rip Tones were formed by bassist Earl 
Carter and Bonansinga. Drummer Kurt 
Wiesend rounds out the lineup. Bonansinga 
told ot the humble beginnings ot the band. 
"We put out two records on our own 
and sold them at county fairs, college bars, 
and festivals for a tew years, and then 
Bloodshot Records (of Chicago) formed, and 
a little later; we signed on with them," he said. 
Shortly after the band signed with the 
label, they had a video produced that aired 
on both The Nashville Network and 
Country Music Television in regular rotation, 
Bonansinga said. 
The band is touring in support ot their 
second album, "Cowboy's Inn," which was 
released last year on Bloodshot and is cur-
rently working on a new album to be 
released this summer. Bonansinga said tour-
ing is nothing new to the Rip Tones. 
"We've played Texas to Virginia and trom 
Portland to Atlanta. I'm kind ot t ired j ust 
thinking about it ," Bonansinga said. "We're 
doing a tour of the United Kingdom in April." 
Bonansinga said the band has had its share 
ot good and bad memories trom life on the 
road. 
"The best gig was opening tor Carl 
Two of the three Rip Tones are oblivious to Elvis walking down the street. 
Perkins at the House ot Blues in Chicago," 
Bonansinga said. " (It was) a packed house, we 
played well, and Carl was brilliant. 
Unfortunately, the bad gigs are more preva-
lent, and some are too painful to recall, but 
playing a casino lounge in Laughlin, Nevada, 
trom midnight to 7 a.m. over Christmas, and 
New Year's stands out as particularly 
heinous." 
The band's sound is quite eclectic on 
"Cowboy's Inn" and Bonansinga said the 
Rip Tones' influences are just as diverse. 
" Pretty much any Sun (Records) artist is 
in there, and Waylon (Jennings) is huge in my 
eyes, but you have to mention blues giants 
like B.B. King, Big Bill Broonzy,Aibert Collins, 
and country greats like Merle Haggard and 
Marty Robbins," Bonansinga said. "There is 
also the shuffle king Louis Pr ima and surt 
giants, the Ventures. My favor ite has to be 
Elvis singing the Otis Blackwell-penned num-
bers like 'All Shook Up.' God, I do love that 
stuff so." 
"Over the years, we have referred to our 
music as roots rock, roadhouse, country, 
rock and roll, etc. Dave Alvin (formerly ot The 
Blasters) summed it up once when he 
referred to this genre as 'American music,"' 
Bonansinga added. 
Friends & Co. owner Shannon Sherwood 
has her own description of the Rip Tones' 
sound. 
"Their music is really catchy, really high-
energy, but on more of a country level," 
Sherwood said. "(They are) great tun to 
watch." 
Bonansinga said he has been in love with 
playing music tor a long time. 
"Since I first heard 'Green Onions' by 
Booker T and the M.G.'s, I was hooked," he 
said. "''ve been t rying to play guitar since I 
was in my early teens, and I've always loved 
music, girls, and beer; so it only seemed nat-
ural." 
But in between touring and recording, this 
band sti ll has to pay the bills. Bonansinga said 
the Rip Tones all have "day j ob-type gigs." 
"It 's very difficult to make a living per-
forming or iginal music tor a small indepen-
dent label," Bonansinga said, adding that he is 
pmto cot.rtesy of Bloodshot Rocords 
in the business ot post-production ot audio 
and video. Carter maintains and owns an 
apartment building, W iesend owns and oper-
ates an independent video store, and 
Krasovech is a guitar technician. 
A lthough, as Bonansinga said, the 
Rip Tones are a completely original band, they 
occasionally throw in a cover o r two, such as 
Johnny Cash's "Folsum Prison Blues," John 
Prine's " Paradise," Carl Perkins' "Honey 
Don't ," and Tony Joe W hite's "Polk Salad 
Annie." 
And j ust to show how the band gets their 
signature sound, Bonansinga said his "fantasy 
gigs include backing up Elvis in 1956, Muddy 
Waters in 1955, The Rolling Stones in 1968 
or Buck Owens in the late ·60s." 
Sherwood said that the show is actually a 
belated Christmas gift from Jeff Stepp, who 
had been promoting and booking shows at 
the Dungeon and Friends for seven years 
before relocating to Alaska last summer. 
" Instead ot sending everyone books and 
shirts, they bought the Rip Tones tor all ot 
their friends," Sherwood said. 
from CANDY, page 1b------------------------
ot exper ience. You may know bassist Sam Roan as the found-
ing member ot Dr. Wu; he is Poprocks' "man with the plan." 
Providing the beat with which to gyrate to is drummer Kent 
"Sweet" Aberle. He is also a member of Dr.Wu and a found-
ing member of Cherry Valance. W ith their powers combined, 
they are Poprocks. Smashing, baby! 
The Effingham-based band has been together tor about a 
year; and this is their tirst venture to Charleston. They do 
shows every weekend, including a show on the 25th at 
Gunner Buc's in Mattoon. The band's sole tocus is on cover 
songs. They don't plan to venture into writing original music, 
as each ot the band members are involved in other projects 
and being a weekend party band is crazy enough. 
Each gig delivers a high-energy stage show with a variety 
ot retro dance songs, funk and disco classics, rock and new 
wave. Expect audience participation and with a little luck, a 
One Less Karen 
tew magic tricks courtesy ot Sam Roan. 
As tor the or igin ot the band's name;"ltjust seemed to tit 
our style," said Clarkson. Poprocks are definitely the most tun 
and entertaining ot candies; they fizzle, crack, pop, and make 
you stand w ith your mouth open and listen. The candy does-
n't necessarily make you dance, but the band guarantees you 
will dance. As for a metaphor about the various flavors? Let's 
leave that alone tor now. 
The band's attire is usually flashy. Koester goes tor the 
edgier; sexier outfits, while her male counterparts str ive tor 
GQ-esque class in suits and other "killer threads." It is their 
shining personalities that matter though, and the high-quality 
music they perform. 
Poprocks' demo CD sounds very promising and shows oft 
Koester's impressive vocal ability. The band adds a punch to 
the classic ' 70s and ' 80s tunes, evoking compulsive toot-tap-
ping tor those not able to booty-shake freely. There are no 
power-chords or thrashing guitars, but the sound is a super-
groovy, professional sound. It's uppity and j ust so catchy, you 
could dance. And dance you should ... until your hips and 
obliques hurt . Poprocks and dancing j ust may become syn-
onymous terms. 
For more information, visit the band's website at 
www.poprocks.homepage.com. Here you w ill find MP3's, 
information, and more pictures ot the dashing quintet. It 
you've thrown out a hip and can't get down, or you are afraid 
to leave your dorm room, listen to the MP3's and use your 
imagination. This isn't meant to promote people to sit at 
home Saturday night in front ot their computer; dreaming 
about the band. 
Go rock out at Top ot the Roc with Poprocks. 
5 p.m. Fri. Feb. 18 City of New Orleans (Champaign) free 359-2489 
Candy Foster and Shades of Blue 9:30p.m. Fri. Feb. 18 City of New Orleans unknown 359-2489 
Michael Weiss Quartet 7 p.m. Fri. Feb. 18 High Dive (Champaign) $15 359-4444 
Poprocks 10 p.m. Sat. Feb. 19 Top of the Roc unknown 348-8018 
Rip Tones 10 p.m. Sat. Feb. 19 Friends & Co. free 345-2380 
Great Scott 1 o p.m. Sat. Feb. 19 Uptowner $2 345-4622 
Golden Egg 9:30p.m. Sat. Feb. 19 City of New Orleans unknown 359-2489 
Absinthe Blind 7 p.m. Sat. Feb. 19 High Dive $3 359-4444 
9 p.m. Sat. Feb. 19 The Embassy (Urbana) free 384-9526 
Wafflehoss 8 p.m. Sun. Feb. 20 The Embassy free 384-9526 
Campus Perk Open Mic Night 10 p.m. Thurs. Feb. 24 Thomas Hall free 581-3595 
OPEN MIC NIGHT 10 p.m. Wed. Feb. 23 Friend's & Co. free 345-2380 
~~the VERGE of the Weekend 
Spoken word CD offers 'rhythm and news' 
" courtney Ia zier 
Staff writer 
O n Sekou Sundiata 's second album, 
"longstoryshor t", his poetry is set to such 
fully developed musical themes that, unlike 
many spoken word records, seem to have 
evo lved w it h the poetry; elevating it 
instead of merely accompanying it . 
Sundiata, who teaches literature at New 
York C ity 's p rogressive New Schoo l 
University in Manhattan, honed his verbal 
skills during the 1960s and 1970s as part 
of t he Black Arts/Black Aesthetic move-
ment and late r w ith t he Black Rock 
Coalit ion. Ani DiFranco was in one of his 
first classes and claims that Sundiata taught 
her "everything I know about poetry." 
The student eventually assisted t he 
teacher upon hearing that Sundiata's own 
record label, Mouth Almighty, had become 
defunct after Seagram's acquired Mercury 
Records. D iFranco simply released the fin-
ished album on her own Righteous Babe 
Records label. 
The result ing " longstorysho r t" finds 
Sundiata fulfilling a role similar to t hat of 
the ancient African griot, or djeli. The gri-
ots were court poets and masters in the 
oral tradition of storytelling with music 
and song. Portraying royal and family histo-
ries, genealogies and customs were the 
responsibility of the gr iot, w ho used his 
ar tist ic ability to enter tain and educate 
audiences w it h memorable performances. 
The griots would acquire an encyclopedic 
amount of knowledge through years of 
apprent iceship and formal study but, as 
eloquent linguists, they knew that a morsel 
of w isdom, beautifully-phrased, could illu-
minate volumes pertaining to the culture 
of the t imes. 
Sundiata, who has incidentally taken his 
name from t he hero in gr iot Mamadou 
Kouyate's "Sundiata: an epic of o ld Mali," 
acts as a contemporar y gr iot, exposing 
monumental truths about American soci-
ety w it h bursts of poetic insight . "Money 
covers up the sin/Money pays but Money 
don't w in/Darth Vader was a Blackman/ 
understand Make Believe," raps Sundiata 
on t he Cur t is Mayfield-inspired, "Droppin' 
Revolut ion." 
The historical element of Sundiata's sto-
rytelling is present in his account of a trip 
he took to Isle de Goree, a slave-trading 
fort off the shore of Senegal, on the t rack 
o f the same name: "Who wou ld have 
thought/the Midnight Special/had its point 
of o rigin here? ... cutting like a single edge 
razor/to the bone of lo nel iness .. . t he 
motion of history slowed down/from calm 
of the sea/1 never would have believed/it 
could be this/Serene./The past flattened/ 
and settled into itself." 
The instrumentation on this t rack cre-
ates t he seasick feel ing of rocking in a 
boat, and the haunt ing use of didjeridoo 
imparts a decidedly ancient touch. 
Sundiata offers odes to fellow artists 
Mar y J. Blige and Jimi Hendrix. O n "mary 
j . blues" he comments, "So, she gained a 
litt le weight/sings in and out of key/your 
voice shakes too/when t he truth comes 
due." "Hendrix" asks what influence Jimi's 
paratrooper t raining might have had on his 
stage persona: "The sound of jumping out 
of airplanes/stayed with him/all his lite/You 
wonder/if he had to laugh himself/Here he 
is/Jimi Hendrix/ex-paratrooper/entering 
t he stage f rom t he wings/Stratocaster 
across his back." 
Sundiata's imagery is rich with allusions 
to Ma lcolm X, Ne lson Mande la, Jo hn 
Coltrane and Miles Davis, while his style of 
deliver y incorporates influences as histori-
ca lly dispa rate as t hi rteenth cent ury 
Persian poet Rumi and KRS-One. 
M usically, " lo ngstorysho r t" contains 
f irst-class m usicians playi ng Afro-pop, 
bebop, hip-hop and A fr ican-Caribbea n 
grooves w it h equal aplomb. Fellow Black 
Rock Coalit ion member; Mark Batson, co-
produced the album w ith Sundiata. Special 
guests include trombonist/composer C raig 
Harris and vocal ist Sandra St. Victor; both 
from The Family Stand. 
Sundiata's many years of experience as 
bandleader and performer, includ ing a 
background in m usica l t heate r, have 
enabled him to evoke both energetic and 
t houghtful perfor mances that feed and 
grow on his words. 
The synthesis of message and music on 
" longstoryshort" is evidence of what great 
art can provide its audience: physical plea-
sure and cerebral enlightenment. Sekou 
Sekou Sundiata, a poet of many words with a 
completely unpronounceable name. 
photo courtesy of righteous babe records 
Sund iata simply broadcasts w hat he calls 
the "rhythm n' news." 
" longstoryshort" 
Sekou Sundiata 
Righteous Babe Records 
**** 
Robert Smith and company return with mediocre effort 
4IJ tony scott 
Associate Verge ooitor 
The Hindu religion believes in karma, which is the phi-
losophy that everything you do comes back to you in the 
end; to haunt you or to benefit you. Perhaps one can 
compare t hat philosophy to t hat of The Cure on their 
new album, "Bioodflowers." 
After t hrowing around pop numbers like "Friday I'm In 
Love" and "Mint Car" on t heir other · 90s albums, The 
Cure has returned with an album t hat is in the tradit ion of 
their · 80s epics "Pornography" and "Disintegration," com-
plete w ith one song that runs in excess of 11 minutes 
long. 
The band, fo r med in 1976 by a t hen-17 -year-o ld 
Siouxsie and the Banshees fan named Robert Smith, has 
undergone several lineup changes through the years, and 
Smith himself has admitted that he has deliberately tried 
to destroy the band while recording for earlier albums. 
Smith's w ish nearly came t rue in 1996 with the band's 
d isastrous "Wild Mood Swings" album, an inconsistent 
mess filled w it h mediocre, unoriginal pop. But now the 
band has decided to make a swing back to t heir more 
melancholy roots. 
"Bioodflowers" is a very good album. It's not the classic 
t hat t he music press has hyped it to be, but it doesn't 
even come close to hitting bottom t he way t hat "Wild 
Mood Swings" did. It starts out with a swirl ing dose of 
layered, mesmerizing sounds called "Out of This World." 
The next t rack on t he album, "Watching Me Fall," is t he 
aforementioned 11-minute-long epic, is a very good song 
filled with guitar fury and layered sounds, but 11 minutes 
long? Listening to this song (and hitting t he FF button 
through this song) reminded me of a bit on Comedy 
Central's 'T he Daily Show" where Jon Stewar t fast-for-
wards through Barbara Streisand's speech at the Golden 
Globe Awards. It j ust wouldn't end. 
But back to the good stuff. The album is, w ithout a 
doubt, a piece of sonic beauty, but it does somewhat lack 
variety in tempo and tone. The album has a pretty consis-
tent, mid-tempo feel to it, but sometimes {especially dur -
ing the seven minute-plus songs) it gets a little old. 
On t he other hand, though, the band's albums, especial-
ly their earlier critically-acclaimed ones, have always had 
t hat same repetit ive vibe to t hem. That style, t hough, 
drove them to the underground as a band with a very cult 
following, and t hey weren't able to gain commercial suc-
cess w it hout a "pop hit ." 
And maybe that is why t he band's fans enjoy albums 
such as t hese, with long songs and melancholy t hemes of 
love and death. Smith, now 40, even tackles the subj ect of 
o ld age, moaning "the last day of summer never fe lt so 
old," in t he somewhat mid-life crisis song, "The Last Day 
of Summer." 
Sure, t here may be no happy little ditties on t his album. 
There isn't another "Just Like Heaven" o r "Friday I'm In 
Love," but long-time Cure fans should be satisfied. Just 
like any other band, there comes a time to call it quits, 
and Smith has supposedly declared t his t he final Cure 
album, sprinkling "Bioodflowers" w ith hint after lyric hint 
of "the end." 
If any album will let this band come out on top, though, 
this one surely will . It this review seems a little on t he 
mixed side, it's because it is a very mixed album wit h both 
very bad and very good spots. 
But I t hink Smith sums up t he best days of his career 
w it h a line in 'The Last Day of Summer": 
"It used to be so easy /I never even t r ied." 
"Bioodflowers" 
The Cure 
Fiction/Eiektra Records 
*** 
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Help Wanted For Rent For Rent Sublessors Help Wanted 
Certified Nursing Assistant want-
ed. W illing to work w ith your 
schedule. Any shill Competitive 
salary. Contact Hilltop 
Convalescent at345-7066. 
,--,....,.,..--,.-..,...--,----'2118 
Certified Nursing Asst. wanted. 
Willing to work with your sched-
ule. Any shift $9.00/hr. Contact 
Hilltop Convalescent at 345-7066. 
2118 
"'lf_,y....,o,.,.u,......,h-=-a...,.ve--:e:-x""p-=-e":'ri..,.e..,.n..,.ce-o-with 
QUARK EXPRESS AND/OR 
PAGE MAKER we have openings 
for both Full Time and Part Time 
positions. Flexible Hours avail-
able Apply in p erson at 
Scholastics Recognition, 
Northwest Business Park, 689 
Castle Drive, Charleston, 345-
9194. 
=-..,..--~---,.~~~~2118 
Customer Service/ Staffing part-
time, second shift, great for man-
agement or human resource stu-
dents. Weslaff 258-0814 
2121 
"'su"'pe,...,..,.r-ns"M"o,.,.te-.1', M......,..,att""'oon,...,..,.-. ""Seec:-' king 
responsible people as part-time 
front desk receptionist Apply in 
person Rt. 16 and J.-57 235-8888 
for more info. 
2121 ~M~A~K~E'A~D~IF~F~E~R~E~N~C~E'l~NTHE 
LIVES OF CHILDREN! Birch 
Trail Camp for Girls, located in 
beautiful NW Wisconsin serves 
campers from throughout the U.S. 
and abroad, ages 7-15. We need 
instructors for a variety of land 
and water sports, climbing, 
wilderness trips, arts-n-crafls and 
much more. We are looking for 
enthusiastic people who are com-
mitted to kids, the outdoors and 
having fun! Top pay, travel 
allowance, room and board and 
paid internships. contact Richard 
or Michelle at 800.544.CAMP or 
www.birchtrail.com 
2122 
"'C"'h.,.arl"'e"'s.,.,to"'n•o'"a.,.iry--..,Q""u..,.e..,.en~no=w tak-
ing applications for lunch hour 
positions. Apply at 20 State St. 
2124 "'F"'"'it-i-=-n.,.,to,.,....,.yo-=-u-r....,.bi~k.,..,in,.,.i ..,f..,.or~s pri ng 
break. Lose those extra pounds 
now! 1-800-355-LOSE. 
Products for all budgets. 
2125 
A~TT=E::-N;:;:T""IO'"'"N.,..: -CO=M'"'"PA~N-::-Y'"'S::-;EEK-
ING responsible individuals to 
work in a residential facility. 
FT/PT positions available with 
opportunity for advancement with 
4 , 6, and 8 hour shifts. BENE-
FITS (FT) Ufe, Health, and Dental 
Insurance, 401 K retirement pro-
gram, paid vacations and sick 
days, plus more. No experience 
necessary. Paid Certification 
Program. EARN WHI LE YOU 
LEARN. STARTING SALARIES: 
CNAs/Habilitation Aides .... $8/hr, 
$8 .05/hr after 90 days . 
Programmers .. .. $6. 75/hr. Activity 
Aides . . . . $6 . 7 5/ hr . 
Janitorial/Housekeeping/Laundry. 
... $6.40-6.80/hr. Apply at 738 
18th Street Charleston, IL EOE. 
2125 
PO ST'7A.,-L'J"'O""B""S,...,T""0~1""8 .""3-::-5/. HR. 
Inc. benefits, no experience. For 
Help Wanted 
app., exam info, 1800-813-3585, 
Exl 2434, 8 am- 9 pm, 7 Days, 
fds, inc. 
2128 
W-1.,-LD,..,...,LI"'F=E-J""'O""B""'S-,T=-o,.....,2...,.1""'.6-0.IHR. 
INC. BENEFITS. Game 
Wardens, Security, Maintenance, 
Park Rangers. No exp. needed. 
For app. and exam info call 1-
800-813-3585, ext 2435, 8 am - 9 
pm, 7 days, fds inc. 
~~~~=-=-~~·2128 
HAVE A COMPUTER? Put it to 
work! $25-75/hr. pt./ft. Call (888) 
248-5629. 
..,....- ---=----:---:c=--3/1 
Covenant Developmental Training 
Center has several openings at 
both the Charleston and Mattoon 
sites. Great opportunities await 
working with the DO population. 
Direct care (CNA's, habilitation 
aides) positions available immedi-
ately. $6.50/hr for part-time, 
$6.75 for full-time positions in 
Charleston. Excellent benefits 
package for FT incl. 
Health/life/dental/401 K, paid train-
ing. Great for students will work 
around your class schedule. 
Great experience to indude on a 
resume. Apply at 521 7th st in 
Charleston or 4555 US Highway 
4 5 (South Lakeland Blvd) in 
Mattoon. EOE. 
3/10 G~E=T""'P,..,.U""B,..,.L..,.,IS""H.,..,E=o""!----,G""ET~P·AID! 
www.maincampus.com Seeks 
students for stories ranging from 
politics/sex/culture/opinions. $25 
per story. Email us at: 
earn@main campus.com 
~...,.-,~~--~~~3ll1 
Work from home. Up to 425/hr 
PIT. $75/hr FIT. Mail Order. 781-
255-2012. 
~~~-....,-~~-==-·3122 All students earn $500-1000 part-
time. Bilingual a plus, full training. 
For free info s.a.s.e. to work at 
home. 4435 Mary Todd Rd. 
Mattoon IL, 61938. 
4/20 
$1500.-w-ee'k...,.ly-p-ot=-e-n7tia'l- m- ailing 
our circulars. No experience 
required. Free information packet. 
Call 202-452-5942. 
~~~~~~~~~~1 
Attention! Attention! Psychology, 
Sociology, Special education, and 
other majors. Gain valuable 
experience by work ing w ith 
Adults and Children with develop-
mental disabilities. FLEXIBLE 
scheduling for EVENING, NIGHT, 
and WEEKEND shifts. Paid train-
ing is provided. Apply at CCAR 
Industries, 1530 Lincoln, 
Charleston, IL 61920. 
~~~--~-~~~1 
Monitoring position available in 
adolescent residential substance 
abuse program. Full time, entry 
level position in our counseling 
team. Ability to work flexible 
schedule, evening and weekend 
availability required. Competitive 
pay & benefits. Submit resume by 
2-28-00 to : CEAD Council, Box 
532, Charleston, IL 61920. EOE 
2121 "'P-art7-.,.,ti_m_e_s_e-cu-n"ty-offi"'•~ce_r_n_ee. ded 
in Mattoon. Immediate, long 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified ad form 
Name: ________________________ __ 
Address:-----------------------
Phone: ___ ___ Student: 0 Yes 0 No 
Under classification of:- -------
Expiration code (office use only): _ ____ _ 
Person accepting ad: Compositor: __ 
No. words I days: __ Amount due: $ ___ _ 
Payment: 
Check No .. __ _ 
Dates to run:--------------------
Ad to read: 
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reseMS tile r'glll to edd or reftlse ads considefed lbelous or in bad taste. 
term, night shift position. Call 
618-087-3469 eoe. 
~~~~~~~~~2125 
Advertising Rips Wanted for The 
Daily Eastern N ew s. 
Sophomores & Juniors preferred. 
Mature, responsible people who 
are willing to work hard. Apply at 
1802 Buzzard! 
For Rent 
Hansen Apts.- unique apartments 
can furnish for 2 to 4 people. Off 
street parking. 2 blocks from 
Buzzard. Call 345-5088. 
2118 
71 ""B"'R,....a-p-=-t-. c....,lo-s-e""'t,.-o-ca--m-p-us- . · 204 
W. Grant. Heat, water, trash 
included. AC. Private Parking. 
$390/mo. Available August 2000. 
345-6222 or 581-6367. 
~~---~-~2118 
2 BR furnished apts. and 3 BR 
furnished house. Available June 
15th. Security and lease 
required. No pets. 348-8305 
-----~---2118 
1 and 2 BR furnished apts. avail-
able June 15th. Security and 
lease required. No pels. 348-
8305. 
...,.-,-...,.-,~--;---;-~2118 
2 bdrm dplx, lv, dng, w/d, $435. 
Water and trash paid. 34S-n33. 
AVAILABLE NOW. 
==--~=-..,-~~-~2118 Clean 1 BR apts for the next year 
beginning the first of June 2000. 
$245 and up. Water and trash 
included. Not close to campus. 
No Pets. 345-4494 or 232-0656. 
2121 9~1~2~D=-i~v~iSJ~.o-n.~3~b,...ed-,...roo-m-.-$:570 
per month plus utilities. $570 
deposit 217-932-2910. 
=---.,=c~~,...-~~~--2118 
For Rent: Available August 1. 
Large 2-Bedroom apartments, 
ful ly furn ished, laundry room, 
central air, off street parking, 
close to park and campus , pets 
allowed. Call 349-8824 (9-5) or 
Leave Message. 
~~~--~-.,-~~--3123 
2 BR/2Person Apt $210/person, 
Washer/dryer, AIC. 201 
Buchanan ( near STIX ). 
5BR/5Person, S2101persion, AIC, 
low utilities, 1427 9th St. 345-
4853. 
=-===:-:-:::-=::=:-:-:---:--:2118 
3 BDRM, 5 BDRM house to lease 
-Great locations. Fall 2000-01 . 
346-3583. 
=-~~~~~~~2122 Furnished 3 BDRM. Apts close 
to campus. Fall 2000-01 . 346-
3583. 
~-=~-~~~~2122 New Duplexes Available August 
2000. 10 or 12 month leases 
available. 345-9382. 
~----~~~2122 
2 Bedroom apartment available 
2000-2001 school year. 
Furnished, no pets. $235/mo. Call 
Terri at 345-6535 . 
_____ ___ 2125 
Close to campus. Extra nice effi-
ciency apt. Private parking. 
Stove, ref. microwave, water and 
trash pick up, furnished. Deposits 
and references required. 
$310.00 per month. J.P. Furlong 
Co. Realtor 345-8600. 
=c--,-~...,.--~~~2125 
Fully furnished 1 three bedroom 
unit across from Buzzard Building 
on 9th St. 2 two bedroom units 
on Lincoln St. leasing for Yr. 
2000-2001 . Call348-0157. 
----------------~2125 
Bell Red Door Apartments. 1 
bedroom $350, 2 bedroom $500, 
3 bedroom $690, 11 1/2 mo. 
lease. NO PETS. Office 345-
1266 or 345-3554 
--~-~~~-~2129 
Furnished 4 & 5 BR apartments. 
Laundry, parking, low utilities. 6 
blocks North of Hardees $205 per 
Br. 262-3291. 
-----------,...----~2129 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 10 & 12 
month lease plus deposits. Trash 
furnished. No Pets. 345-4602 
2129 
-N-1 C~E--O~N~E--A~N~o--T=W~O~BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS 1431 NINTH , 
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 348-0209. 
----------------~2129 
Efficient 1, 2, 3 bedroom apts. 
Heat, water and trash furnished. 
Excellent condition. 345-3754. 
__________________ .312 
3 BR apt. for rent. Close to 
Campus, 204 W. Grant. 
$660/mo. Heat, water, and trash 
included. AIC, private parking, 
clean and quiet. Available August 
2000. Call 345-6222 or 581 -
6367. 
_ _ ________ .3/8 
Apartments for rent 2 and 3 bed-
room, some units include all utili-
ties. All apartments are fur-
nished. 1107 and 1109 th ird. 
345-3100 . Office hours M-F 
3:00-6:00 
------------------Y10 McArthur Manor Apts. 2 Bdrm, 
furnished. 10-12 month lease 
$470/mo. No pets. No Parties. 
345-2231 . 
-------------------~1 AVAILABLE AUGUST. 2 bed-
room, furnished apt. 12 month 
lease. 1017 Woodlawn Dr. 348-
7746 
----_,...---,~==~~~1 Now leasing for Fall 2000 1, 2, & 
3 bedroom apartments. Close to 
campus. Phone 345-6533 for 
details. 
---.,---,--~--,...,~~~~4 
Leasing for Fall 2000 1, 2 , &3 
bedroom apt Clean, good Joe. ex. 
condition no pets Williams 
Rentals. 345-7286. 
·oo 
_A_L_L __ N~E=w------=B=E=o=R~OOM 
Apartments just being built. 
Available Fall. Renting for 
$550/mo. for 2 people. 117 W. 
Polk St. 348-7746. 
_ ______ ___:00 
1 n.a"' one ar. 
..,..all,.. 
.,_,.,... 
a a~ llllld IUIIPI 
4 l'fCIII» ~ 
I~ID"'T~Wa 
Apts. for rent, 1 , 2, and 3 bed-
room , nice places, available 
August No pets. 345-7286. 
00 
3.:-;:::B:-e-:d-ro_o_m--=A-p7t.-4.,.,1:-:5:--:-:H,-a-rr..,...ison 
$180 plus utilities. New 2 bed-
room Apt Edgar. 348-5032. 
00 F-=-u-r-ni,...sh=-e-d,.--,st-ud...,.e-n""t...,.h-o-us-e~3·-:-to: 5 
girls, nice, 2 m inutes from old 
main on 7th St. 348-8406. 
.--~~~-;-~-~00 
Clean 1 BR apts for the next year 
beginning the first of June 2000. 
$245 and up. Water and trash 
included. Not close to campus. 
NO PETS! 345-4494 or 232-
0656. 
00 2-"3'b,...,e"d""ro,...,o"'m,.....,.h.,.ou-s:-:e,-,'fu-r~n.,..,i s:-;:-h e: d , 
trash. Call 345-3411 . 
~==----....,---~~~311 
5 BR/5 person house $1901person. 
2 Bathrooms, partially furnished. 
Off street parking. Water and trash 
paid. 345-7368 or 348-0229 
2125 
Sub lessors 
Sublessor needed. Aug-Dec 
2000. Studio Apartment. For 
details call 348-6248 . 
_ ____ ___ .2118 
Sublessor needed. 2 Bedroom 
House close to campus. June-
August. Call581-5163. 
--------------~2125 
1 to 3 girls to share 4 bedroom 
house $250/each/mo. Call 345-
3148. 
~~~~~~-=~~00 
GRAD STUDENTS! This 1-bed-
room apl is perfect for studying. 
Quiet, close to campus, low utili-
ties. $300/month. 345-9545. 
2123 
Lost & Found 
Lost- 35mm Minolta camera @ 
Roc's Sat night (2/12). Reward 
offered. 348-0209. 
=---,.--~--------~2121 Found: Ring found in Physical 
Science Building. Call to identify 
581-6376 or 345-2534. 
2121 
Wanted 
Needed: 72 people to lose 5-47 
lbs by spring break. All natural. 
Doctor recommended. #1 weight 
loss program in US. Starts as 
low as $39. Call 345-3833. 
__________________ .3/1 
Campus Clips 
THE COUNSELING CENTER Lifeskills Workshop on Monday, 2-2Hl0 at 
7pm in Buzzard Auditorium. ' The Aesthetics of Beauty' presented by 
Graeme Reid, The Greater Lafayette Museum of Art. Art has shown the 
changing perceptions and standards of beauty throughout the ages. This 
talk will illustrate that the current preoccupation with low weight and slim fig-
ure is a very recent phenomenon. This workshop is part of Eating 
Awareness week. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Free Sunday Supper on Sunday, Feb 20 at 
5:30pm at the Wesley Foundation across 4th from Lawson. Come adn have 
a homemade supper with you friends. 
EIU UNITY CHOIR. Choir rehearsal on 2-18-00 at 6:oo sharp in the Fine 
Arts building Rm 13. 
EIU UNITY GOSPEL CHURCH. Church Service on 2-20-00 at1:45 at the 
Charleston Alliance Church. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on Feb. 18, Fri. at 12:20pm in the 
St. Ph~ip Neri Chapel across from Andrews Hall. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Weekend Masses on Sunday, Feb. 20 at 
11am and 9pm in the Sl Philip Neri Chapel across from Andrews haiL 
PRSSA. General Meeting on 2-21-00 at6pm in BB1441 . Anyone welcome. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Sunday Momign Worship Service on 2-20-
00 at 10:30 am in Buuard Auditorium. Prayer at 9:30am, donuts and 
FeUowship at 10arn. Everyone welcome. 
PLEASE NOTE: campus C lips are run free of charge ONE DAY 
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event No parties 
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All dips should 
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSI-
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event 
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by 
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, 
or Sunday events.) C lips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT 
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is illeg-
ible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips 
may be edited for available space. 
·NIDd~ 
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~~ the VERGE of the Weekend 
Misunderstood cinema: 'MST3K' movie a mystery to non-fans 
tllb 
Cowboy DJs rule Roc's 
4IJ stella link 
Staff writer 
Facetiousness and sarcasm are 
integral parts ot the charm ot 
"Mystery Science Theater 3000: 
The Movie" and were paramount 
to the success ot the television 
program ot the same name that 
fi rst aired on cable in November 
ot 1989. 
"MST3K" ran tor seven sea-
sons and, during most ot that 
time, served as the flagship show 
on Comedy Central. For some 
reason, Comedy Central can-
celed the show and replaced it 
with such gems as 'The Tick" and 
"Bob and Margaret." 
The Sci-Fi Channel quickly 
rescued "MST3K" by ordering 
new episodes exclusive to their 
channel. "MST3K" is now can-
celed after ten seasons ot being a 
top-notch program. 
Mike Nelson and his crew ot 
tour robots - Cambot, Gypsy 
(voiced by Jim Mallon), Tom 
Servo (Kevin Murphy) and Crow 
T. Robot (Bill Corbett) - try to 
stop the insanity of cheesy B-
movies they get from their cap-
tors by ripping them apart in the 
ecstasy of rude moviegoers. The 
television show, as well as the 
movie, revolves around the 
premise that the five are trapped 
on the Satellite ot Love (or SOL). 
a ship abandoned in space. 
Unlike the show, the movie 
controls the amount ot various 
changes from the television show 
to a film making tun of the classic 
1950's flick 'This Island Earth." 
The movie was released in the-
aters tor a cost ot about $2 mil-
lion. 
Mike, Tom and Crow sit in the 
over the world. 
Overall, this plotless, irritating 41' matt rennels make the cut in Nashville. 
sci-ti fl ick was done justice by the Staff writer Both Diablo 1 and Diablo 2 
SOL crew. "MST3K: The Movie" hail from the St. Louis area. They 
takes every facet ot cheesy "Get up and have a good started about five or six years ago 
humor and sci-ti flicks ever cap- rockin' cowboy t ime," said D.J. at their friends' house part ies and 
tured on the big screen and Diablo 1 in reference t o his then moved on to bars, weddings, 
smashes the entertainment barri- Cowboy A Go-Go disc jockey and so forth. Their Charleston bar 
er with barren alien vistas, humor team, Dos Diablos Grande. And experience includes The 
and sarcasm. Even the credits ot don't expect to hear any Shania Dungeon, The Uptowner, and 
the movie are slain by the SOL Twain, Garth Brooks or even Kid Roc's Blackfront. When asked 
force, while making fun of various Rock at any ot their shows. Sorry. what their future plan or goal is, 
members ot "MST3K's" talented The disc jockey team is set to Diablo 1 replied, "Just to educate 
crew ot grips, cameramen and entertain every Wednesday night and entertain the Charleston 
others. at Roc's Blackfront from about 9 area." And according to Roc's 
The best parts ot the movie p.m. to 1 a.m. Within these tour owner Mike Knoop, they really 
are the scenes where the SOL's hours they aren't about to worry get the place swinging. 
band ot movie junkies make tun too much about playing the top Dos Diablos Grande has had 
ot "This Island Earth," with good forty of count ry. this role at Roc's fo r only two 
reason. 'This Island Earth's" Cowboy A Go-Go pertains weeks now and they are al ready 
cheesy effects and almost cheesi- more to simply good music rather attracting a large diverse crowd. 
er actors make fo r awesome can- than whatever might sell at a local This crowd ranges from the 
non fodder tor the crew. record store . Dos Diablos young to the old, and from college 
All in all, "MST3K: The Movie" Grande's act includes several rare students to town folk. 
rips a classic movie to shreds in blends of music, such as rockabil- So, make any t rue cowboy, such 
an o riginal and funny way. Despite ly, punk country, '50s and '60s as John Wayne, Pecos Bill o r even 
the fact that a cheesy movie was Honky Tonk, surf instrumental and Kid Rock, proud and come by 
o n the menu, "MST3K: The mariachi. They have grown up Roc's Blacktront this Wednesday 
Movie" has captured the great- enjoying such influences as the night around 9, say hi to both 
ness of the classic show in a Supersuckers, the Waco Brothers, Diablo 1 and Diablo 2, stay unti l 1, 
shorter, somewhat more enter- and Robbie Fulks, all ot which are and have a good time. The admis-
The show's timeless movie 
has overwhelming comedy at the 
expense ot classic films from past 
years. However, this cinema giant 
was re leased tor those who 
either loathe o r love the original 
series. ta ining, format. bands who are popular in Chicago sion is tree, so you really can't go Classifieda~{}!§.iV,g_ustdo_n·t w-rong. __ 
front row of a darkened cinema, 
narrating and cracking the worst 
jokes in t he history of sci-ti 
spoofs, aiming their sarcasm and 
humor at the tacky '50s flick. The 
crew is attacked by a psycho-
pat hic scientist named Dr. 
Forrester who forces the crew 
to watch the fi lm in order to take 
Wanted 
Join Income-Sharing Community 
having and raising intelligent chil-
dren. Near University of Illinois. 
1-800-498-7781 . www.children-
forthefuture.org 
~~~----------3n3 
Female keyboard player/ lead 
singer for party/variety band. 4 
nights per month. $75-$150 per 
night Must be in area for mini-
mum of 2 years & available for 
summer. No lounge singers. 
Rock-n-roll only. Must have own 
equipment Call 217-258-6928 for 
information. 
,..,.,---~,----,-------2/1 8 
Wanted: 50 serious people to lose 
weight fast 100% natural and 
guranteed. Call (888) 293-1651. 
3/1 
Travel 
ACT NOW! Last chance to 
reserve your spot for SPRING 
BREAK! Discounts for 6 or more! 
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & 
Mardi Gras. Reps. needed ... Travel 
free. 800-838-8203/wwwJeisure-
tours. com 
______________ 2/18 
For sale 
Couch, love seat, and ottoman, 
less than one year old, dark green 
pillow back style. $600 obo. Call 
evenings at 345-1558. 
~~~----~--2n1 
Couch, love seat, coffee table, 
end tables. Black with gold trim. 
$500 obo. 345-4159. leave mes-
sage. 
~~~~----~ __ .2n3 
GREAT DEAL! '86 Chevy 
Celebrity. Great interior and body. 
$600.00 OBO. 581-2750. 
2n9 
Announcements 
Lose 10-15 pounds before Spring 
Break. Safe, easy weight loss. Call 
235-1079 for information. 
2n5 =FRA=-:::r=E=R.,..N"'IT""IE=:cS:-•""so.,..,.RO.,..,.R-=IT~IES'CL 
UBS'STUDENT GROUPS' : 
Student Organizations earn $1 ,000-
$2,000 with the easy campus-
fundraiser.com three hour fundrais-
ing event No sales required. 
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, 
so call today! Contact campusfun-
raiser.com, (888)923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
______________ 2n8 
Announcements 
EASTSIDE PACKAGE W EEK-
END SPECIALS. LITE, MGD, 
MGD Lt. 12 BTLS $6.99. 
DOSEQUIS LAGER, AMBER 6 
BTLS $5.99. HEINEKEN 6 CANS 
$5.99. KILLIANS 6 CANS $4.99. 
SCHRANKS SCHNAPPS ALL 
FLAVORS $4.99. SKOL VODKA 
750 ML $4.99. BERINGER 
WHITEZIN 750 ML $4.99. EAST-
SIDE PACKAGE 18TH & JACK-
SON AVE. 345-5722. 
2/18 
=E-=-A=ST=:cS::-:-1=-D=E --=pA:-C::-:-KA-::-:-::Gc::E:---:-cW...,EEK-
END SPECIALS. LITE, MGD, 
MGD Lt. 12 BTLS $6.99. 
DOSEQUIS LAGER, AMBER 6 
BTLS $5.99. HEINEKEN 6 CANS 
$5.99. KILLIANS 6 CANS $4.99. 
SCHRANKS SCHNAPPS ALL 
FLAVORS $4.99. SKOL VODKA 
750 ML $4.99. BERINGER 
WHITEZIN 750 ML $4.99. EAST-
SIDE PACKAGE 18TH & JACK-
SON AVE. 345-5722. 
2/18 
Personals 
Panhellenic Council would like to 
congratulate Sigma Sigma Sigma 
for having the most improved 
grades for Fall 1999! 
=--~~~=-~--~2/18 
Cathy M. of KD- Hope you have 
fun getting ready for Greek Week!! 
Love, Allison. 
~~~~==:c~~~~2/18 
ALPHA TUGGERS looking for a 
dedicated tugs coach. For more 
info. call Stephanie at 581-6552. 
~~~~~-~~~2/18 
Spring Break Dreamin' @ Tropi-
Tan. 10 tans for $25. 618 W 
Lincoln 348-8263. 
~~~=----:~~~,.,.---·oo 
KEGS AND EGGS? Plan your 
beer breakfast at Marty's today. 
-;-::---..,------,.,...,.-:---:---::-----,. '00 
Mothers is available for functions. 
' Exclusive use of mothers shuttle 
(door to door service) •unbeliev-
able specials ($1 u call it) •moms 
provides snacks •juice bar ' DJ 
playing all of your requests. Dave 
345-2171 9 am - 11 am for details. 
_---::----=--:--~-:----:-- '00 
Becky Schmedeke of ASA 
Congratulations on getting 
Development Director for Natural 
Ties! Love, your sisters 
~~-=--=-~--::----:---:--~2/18 
Mac, thinking of you! Jena 
~~~~~~--~2/18 
THE GAME ADDICT is p~ronlile PC 
gamilg resource with rurent news, 
reviews, demos, pctches, and rruch 
l11a'e! http:h\w.w.gameaddctnet 
---------~2/18 
Personals 
Sigma Nu is sponsoring The 
Depot Clothing Pantry for quality 
second-hand clothing. Located in 
Downtown Charleston on 8th and 
Jackson. 
~-::---:--::---:---:-c:-:----=2/18 
To the ladies of Alpha Sigma 
Alpha: Last night was a blast We 
sure don't remember dancing! 
Love, Sigma Nu. 
~::::---:::-:--::-:-:---:--=:--:-::-'2/18 
To "Our Tri-Sig(ma) Girls" Your 
Crush Dance was awesome! 
Love, Sigma Nu 
2/18 
Need money?Want to tell 
someone congrats or 
good luck? ADVERTISE 
in the Daily Eastern 
News. 
581-2812 for more info. 
Officialnotices 
OfOOal notices are pail !a' t1f the Of1ice of Uni\lersity Put»cations. 
Questions coocem~ notices Slloukl be drected to the Oliginat!J'. 
COS CAREER INFORIIAOON. 
The 0~ dCcmnlricaion Oisoo:lefs .vd Scierv::es d hokl a CAREER INFORMATION 
UEETING oo TlESMY. FEBRUARV 29 in Rocwn 2011202 d lhe Cirical SeM::es Bl.ti-Q from 5:al 
tt 6:~. S1Lderts inleftos:led in careetS i'l ccrnn'IJt'ic:al cison:len. Sl.dl as speed'Ha~ 
palhobgyor auri:lbgy. shook! attend Careeroppocb.l'lioes ao::1 fie majori'l CttiV'l'llri:::<isoo:lef's 
.vdscienceswilbediscus!Sed. Stl.dentswhoarel.l'ldecidedaboota,.orwhoare inleftos:ledin 
~~areiwiledbat!M::I. lrrtaesledSIJder!lsmaycal58'1-27t2brmoreinbmati:wl. 
- Mary /Wt!e Hanner. COS Oeapartrnef'll ChaCo 
COS ADVISEMENT SESSIONS. 
The Oepartmeot d Convnl.ri::atJ: Oisordefs wil hold a GROUP A£MSSIENT SESSION oo 
TltJRSOi.Y. MARat 2 i'l Room 20\1202 of lhe Clici'lcal Servi::es Buiking. COS maps and !R-
majors who are curmetty enroled i'l fttosl'm.ln an::l sophomcwe coorses shol.ld a:lend the 5:30 p.m. 
goup meeti'lg..blior and seriocmajors shookl at!l'fldthe 8:al p.m.~.lnc:MiJ.ll a~Msemert 
sessionswili::llloweachgoup rnee4rlJ.Studenls inlefesledin COS rna, call58'1-2712 forrroreimr-
malion. 
- Mary /Wt!e Hanner. COS DepanmentChair. 
COS ADVISEMENT SESSIONS. 
The Oepal1menl d Ccmnlricaion Oisoo:lefs .vd Scierv::es d hokl a GROUP AEMSa.IENTSES-
SIONS oo TltJRSOAY. MARCH2 in Rocm 2011202 dlhe Cirical SefW::es ~ ros maprs and 
pre-majors ..tloare ~ enJOcfed in fre5hrnMI ao::l sopomore c:cusesshr:U::I aDerd fie 5:30pm_ 
groop meeting.JooU .vd seriormajols shookl auerd the &:Jl p.m..gt11.4> ~· ~lividwl ~ 
li'IEf1l sessions .. Now eadi!JOOPmeeti'l9-SIJclenls f1lefested in cos matcai581-Zl12 bm:we 
ilbmaion. 
- Mary /Wt!e Hanner. COS OepanmmtChair. 
COS ADVISEMENT AND INFORIIATION. 
The Oepartmeot d Convnl.ri::atJ: Oisordefs ard Sc:iefloes Yoill hokl a Career lntnnation ao::1 Gro..., 
AIMsemert Sessioo on THURSOA.Y. MARCH 2. 2000 in Room 201J202 d fie anical SeNioes 
8~ FRshmao ao::l sq>hcmore COS majors Mid ~ and Sl.lderts inerested in a OS 
major sl'loutj atend the 5:30p.m.~ p meeting. .klrioc aod senOr majors shook! attend lhe 6:30 
p.m.goup meeting.Stu::IEfii:S i'dtrested in COS may cal 581-27t2 for men informatioo. 
- Mary /Wt!e Hanner. COS Depanment Chair 
w Dooncsbuty 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
llllTERM DEFICENCY LETTERS. 
~ tri6-March a IH:er wl be sen.t b eac:11 Slldent who is reoeMng a 0 or F i'l ooe or men oourses 
at midltrm. The Seeer wil be aclliessed to residence halls for on-earn~XJS stJdents and to ~ 
pusSII.deolsallheirfocalaclliess. lfa~siderlcehalorlocalactlressisnatavabl*. fleletterd 
be sent 10 lhe horne actnss. S1udenls who need b update a local actnss n'IJst subtnii the ad<tess 
chafl9e in wrili'lg b the Hoosi1g Ofti::::e ro later than t.lorday. February 28. 2001 
- Mary Kehl. Dft<:tor. Academic AdvisirJt ard Le.arrirl;l Assisunce Center 
EARLY CHLOHHOD. ELEJIENTARV. AND Ill£ ADVISEMENT. 
Students who hawo beEn~ an acMsori'l the ECJELEIMLE Depanmerrt at Buzzard Hal 
shook! sq. 14' for awcintments wCh ther a!Msors on shH.ts outside 2220 Buz:z.ald. No telephone 
cals please. tk. Cafl1lbel an::l Mr. Co&y wil begin acMsemerlt UorOa,. February 21. sq. up 
Wets brother arMsols WI be poSled Mafch 1(afler regislra1ion tiJie.Ms are in the Daly Eas1em 
News) ard they wl begin acMsement on Uorday. March 6.. Sl.lderts are to bring trW por1fl:6os 
..t1en rneftrlg with tw ii!Msors. fll:w1fl:6os are availatfe in Buzz.ard 2220 for S8 • .klricws ard seri:n 
shookl sq. 14' early since they are lhe firsttoregislef.Aiuwerdvision ECJELEM.E classes 'Mil be 
wailsled. Please do an inqui'y'Milh t::ll.dllooeregistralion (58t-864{l)inearty Sltl'lmet' to wily~ 
mer ao::l h i schedules. 
- ll<. Carol ""'~!. Char. ECIELEMLE 
STG FA2000 MEETJfG 
9:00a.m.·21l~ Tlu5da, M.vd> 2. -Te~ I'IH'Iacemeo< Meeti~fo< alfal:rol 
S1Ldert Te.lc:hef's {Elxlept CNcago area~ Pte:ase si(J'I up in fie Sl.dert Teac1WQ Office. 2418 Buzz.ard 
Hal. Parti::ip.W:In in a~ rneeOng is esseriial. 
--Qy;1al Fteeman. STG 06:e 
SECOtlllARV EOOCATIOtl SCHOtARSHPS. 
The Oepartmeot d Second.lry Edt.ealion ao::1 Foondaioos is now ac:c:epti1g applications for lhree 
sc:hotarstips. 1he Thomas R. Orwy Scholarshl> is .wabble to gJaduate S1l.dents !XIISUing a career 
in eOJcatOn. TheSecondalyEduc:ation Telefund ~is avaiatfe tt~• stiJderts 
~ teachercertificaDon wiiha GAa.dl.Oor l'i(tler and gJarliate stu::IEfii:Sseeblg teacher oer4 
fD:aion tMih a GAa. d 3.5 oc l'i(tler. Erret and Marie Warner SeconcLlry Education Award is avail-
able to gJacluate or oodergraduate studerts pursui1g a career in Second.lry Educ:ation with a GAt. 
dl.O or hqiK Allrec:Pents~ be Eas1em Slldents a1 fteiemflatawards.ve issuecllf )IOU q.aa~ 
iy. please see Sheny Unkraut. Buzz.ard Hai2M7 to tequest an application. OeaGine b appica6ons 
is t.brch 20. 2000. 
- Sheny lklkraiA. Secretary. Seccndary Edi.Cafion an::l Foondal:ioos 
ASEP IN~IIATION MEETIOG 
Students in1erested in the Mema~e Sec:ordary Ed.lcation Pro!Jarn (ASEP) are inviitd b any one d 
flree informal:iooal meetings:~. February28. at 9:40 a.m. in Coleman 120; Uooday. February 
28.at4 p.m. in Buzzard 1103:ardWeO'Iesday. t.bn:h1. at4:40p.m.in Buzz.ard 1 t03(fi"stffoor. ne¥ 
N'dl Street clxlr). Stu::IEfii:S who <:<MOt a:lend are wetcttne 10 cal 581·7394 br an RM:Iual 
-
- - T. Ectoo..OS. Onct><. -.,.,.Secondary E ... <aion Program 
BY GAMY T'FIJOE 
BY MIKE PETIRS 
== 
lsb ~~the VFRGE of the Weekend 
'Scream 3' mercifully ends Craven's trilogy 
4IJsean stangland 
Vergg ooitor 
When the best performance in your movie is by Jenny 
McCarthy, you know something has gone hor ribly w rong. 
"Scream 3" (rated R tor vulgarity and violence) is sup-
posedly the final chapter of a tri logy, and most tans ot the 
darkly comedic series will be disappointed with how 
things pan out tor Sidney Prescott (Neve Campbell) and 
friends. The idea of a self-aware horror movie has grown 
stale, as has our t roupe ot potent ial victims. 
The fi r st problem is t hat Kevin W illiamson, t he guy 
credited with resurrecting the horror genre with the first 
"Scream" screenplay, did not write "Scream 3." Gone is 
the biting dialogue that made the previous "Screams" so 
effective. Though Williamson's other projects have mostly 
been fai lures ('Teaching Mrs. Tingle," "The Faculty"), his 
name belongs on a "Scream" film. 
Instead, we get Ehren Krueger, a screenwriter w ith a 
gift tor intricate plotting, but a proverbial tin ear for dia-
logue (see Mark Pellington's "Arlington Road"). Very tew 
ot the j okes here work, and even fewer ot the "serious" 
scenes gel. Fortunately, he cooks up some of the t rilogy's 
best action/horror setpieces. 
Krueger's plot certainly had potent ial; the ghost-faced 
murderer reemerges on the set ot "Stab 3," another 
Hollywood attempt to cash in on the "true story" ot the 
o r iginal film's Woodsboro murders. Naturally, t his pro-
vokes our three heroes from the previous films to jaunt 
otf to Hollywood to t r y to put a stop to the murders 
again. 
Since "Scream 2," Sidney has gone into hiding and 
changed her name, Dewey (David Arquette) has become 
a techn ical adviser for t he "Stab" movies and Gale 
Weathers (Courtney Cox Arquette) has lett Dewey and 
apparently decided to have the worst hairdo in the histo-
ry ot modern film. 
These characters have not only become boring tor us 
the audience, but they've apparent ly also become boring 
tor the actors as well. The three leads seem to be sleep-
walking through this film, and Krueger's script gives them 
some awful lines to read on top ot it. David Arquette 
also seems out ot character; Dewey is too reserved, too 
toned down in this picture. 
The new characters don't cont r ibute much, either. The 
queen ot independent f ilm, Parker Posey ("Par ty Girl," 
"The House of Yes"), is way over-the-top as the actress 
playing Gale Weathers in "Stab 3." Mark strike two fo r 
Posey as far as mainstream flicks go; her character was 
the greatest detriment to 1998's "You've Got Mail." 
Naturally, the fi lm's climax is another laughably arbi-
trar y revelation, this time made worse by the tact that an 
early scene sets up the rules of a tri logy: a dark secret 
from the past comes to light, and all bets are ott, meaning 
even the hero can be ki lled. 
I wouldn't dream of telling you it our hero gets ki lled, 
but I wi ll tell you that a dark secret is revealed. However, 
it 's not anything that we could have anticipated after 
watching the fi rst two films. As w ith all of these films, the 
ending will mostly just make you angr y. 
Luckily, this third installment is still guided by director 
Wes Craven, who manages to keep our attent ion. There 
is one ingenious scene in a Hollywood mansion where it 
seems as if our ghost-faced antagonist is everywhere at 
once. The scene actually manages to frighten us, moving 
past the 'jump scares" that have become a vir tual crutch 
tor horror filmmakers to lean on. 
There's also a c lever scene where the k iller faxes 
screenplay pages to Dewey and company that describe 
what is actually happening to them. The only hitch is that 
the power is out; how is the tax machine still working? 
The highlight of the film is - shockingly enough - Jenny 
McCarthy. In a bit of self-parody, McCarthy plays a strug-
gling actress who wonders why she is doomed to per -
forming in low rent horror fi lms where her character is 
always naked. Her perfectly f lighty performance is gen-
uinely tunny and, unfortunately, short-l ived. Too bad she 
gets hacked to pieces in the first 20 minutes. 
Ultimately, "Scream 3" makes us glad t he trilogy is 
over. This should mark the end of the slasher movie 
resurgence, but I bet it won't stop "Urban Legend 2" o r 
"I Still Know What You Did Three Summers Ago" from 
happening. 
"Scream 3" 
Dimension Films 
** 
Saturday February 19th 
Budweiser presents: POP ROCKS 
Eastem's #1 Fun Band is Here! 
www.poprocks.homepage.com 
Bud Lite Draft Specials 
Giveaways All N~ht Long 
Doors open at 9:00pm Sliowtime 9:30pm 
Tl ME IS RUNNING OUT! 
I mniLL11 izailim ~mpl..iAnc~~: dC9dline for m:w f11ll :\llhldcnt:s 
i5 fa."'t apprt)IIC~ 
Feb.25,2000 
l'lo!) 11 't miss the:: dc:uD inc for oocnpliance! 
Vi:.i t lhc.! He alth .S1:1"¥ioe "r u lwt Cnll Us" for more 
jnlbnni'IOOn. I"eMIIIrdi.uC yow i:mmunizatiofl ~ S8 ~ -30 i ::;_ 
TOP: Courtney Cox Arquette and Parker Posey, two surefire con-
tenders for 2000 Oscars in the categories of Worst Actress and 
Most Anorexic-Looking. 
BOTTOM: Jenny McCarthy hides from her career's impending 
doom. 
photo courtesy of movies.yahoo. com 
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